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Abstract 
I t is we l l k n o w n t h a t i f a C* -suba lgebra is heredi tary , every s ta te on i t has a 
un ique state extension t o the who le a lgebra (cf. [12，Theorem 3.3.9]). I t is n a t u r a l 
t o ask whether the suff ic iency pa r t holds. Masaha ru K u s u d a has g iven a posi t ive 
answer to th is quest ion. T h i s thesis is a survey on hered i ta ry C*-subalgebras and 








可以唯一地擴張到原來的C * -代數上（[1 2 ,定理3 . 3 . 9 ] ) 。這是很自 
然的問題：究竟這定理的充份條件能否成立？ Masaham Kusuda給予 
這條問題一個正面的答案。這是一篇硏究佈告，它的內容是根據 
Charles J.K. Batty 和 Masaham Kusuda 在可傳 C*-子代數和 C*-交積 
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Introduction 
I t is we l l k n o w n t h a t i f a C*-suba lgebra is hered i tary , every s ta te on i t has a 
un ique state extension t o the who le algebra (cf. [12，Theorem 3.3.9]). I t is n a t u r a l 
t o ask whether the suff ic iency pa r t holds. Masaha ru K u s u d a has g iven a pos i t i ve 
answer t o th is quest ion. T h i s thesis is a survey on he red i ta ry C*-subalgebras and 
C*-crossed p roduc ts bas ing on the works of Char les J . K . B a t t y and Masaha ru 
Kusuda. 
Th i s thesis is d i v i ded i n to three parts. 
I n chapter one, we give some basic knowledge on the enveloping von N e u m a n n 
algebra of a C* -a lgebra ([13, 3.7], [14, I I I . 2 ] ) , he red i ta ry C*-subalgebras ([12, 
3.2,3.3,4.1], [13，1.5]) and C*-crossed produc ts ([13, 7.4,7.6,7.7]). 
I n chapter two, we show t h a t a C*-subalgebra is he red i ta ry i f and on ly i f every 
state on i t has a un ique state extension to the whole algebra. We also give o ther 
equivalent condi t ions for a C*-suba lgebra to be hered i tary . T h e n we app ly these 
results to characterize two classes of hered i ta ry C*-subalgebras: f u l l he red i ta ry 
C*-subalgebras and the hered i ta ry C*-subalgebras t h a t generate essential ideals 
i n a given C*-subalgebra. T h e mater ia ls i n th is chapter are based on the works 
of Masaharu K u s u d a ([6], [7], [8], [9], [10]). 
I n chapter three, we app ly the results i n chapter t w o t o C*-crossed products . 
F i rs t , we give the necessary and suff icient cond i t i on for the C*-crossed p roduc t of 
a G- invar ian t C*-subalgebra t o be a C*-subalgebra of the C*-crossed p roduc t of 
the whole algebra. Nex t , we show t h a t a G- invar ian t C*-suba lgebra is hered i ta ry 
i f and only i f the C*-crossed p roduc t of i t is hered i ta ry i n the C*-crossed p roduc t 
of the whole algebra. We also give other necessary and suff icient condi t ions for 
the above condi t ions hold. T h e n we characterize the C*-crossed products of the 
two classes of hered i tary C*-subalgebras t ha t ment ioned i n chapter two. F ina l ly , 
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we consider weak expectat ions i n C * - d y n a m i c a l systems. T h e mater ia ls i n th is 
chapter are based on the works of Charles J .K . B a t t y and Masaha ru K u s u d a ([3], 
[6], [7], [8], [9]). 
Chapter 1 
Preliminaries 
1.1 The Enveloping von Neumann Algebra and 
Hereditary C*-Subalgebras 
Before we in t roduce the enveloping v o n N e u m a n n a lgebra and he red i t a r y C * -
subalgebras, we f i rs t recal l some de f in i t ions on C*-a lgebras and v o n N e u m a n n 
algebras t h a t we w i l l use later . 
Definition 1.1.1 An involution on a Banach algebra A is an isometry conjugate-
linear map a i-> a* on A^ such that a** 二 a and (ab)* = b*a* for all a, b in A. 
The pair (A, *) is called a Banach *-algebra. 
Definition 1.1.2 A C*-algebra A is a Banach *-algebra such that 
\a*a\\ = ||a||2 (a € A). 
Definition 1.1.3 Let A be a C氺-algebra. A linear functional ip on A is said to 
he positive if (p{a*a) > 0 for all a in A. (p is said to be a state on A if ^p is of 
norm one. 
Definition 1.1.4 A representation of a C*-algebra A is a pair (tt, H) where H 
is a Hubert space and TT : A C { H ) is a *-homomorphism. (tt, H) is said to he 
faithful if TT is injective. 
5 
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Theorem 1.1.5 [I4, 1.9.14] or [12, Section 3.4’ 5.1] Let A he a C*-algebra. 
To any positive linear functional ( f , there corresponds uniquely, within unitary 
equivalence, a representation {TT^, H^) of A with a vector “ such that 
( i ) the closed linear span of the set \ a G A}, [7^^p{A)^^p] — H^, 
(a) ip{a) = ⑷ f o r all a in A. 
Definition 1.1.6 The universal representation of a C*-algebra A is the direct 
sum of all the representations (ji平,H^), where cp ranges over the set of all positive 
linear functional on A. 
Theorem 1.1.7 [12, Theorem 3.4-1] The universal representation of a C*-algebra 
is faithful. 
Let H he a. H i l b e r t space. Recal l t h a t the strong topology i n C{H) is the 
loca l ly convex topo logy de te rm ined by the seminorms: x G C{H) ||, ^ E H. 
T h e a-weak topology i n C{H) is the loca l ly convex topo logy de te rm ined by the 
seminorms: x G C[H) • • • ’ m ， 仍 ， . • . ^ H such t h a t 
ll^nlP < + 0 0 and E 二 1 Wvnf < + 0 0 . 
Definition 1.1.8 A von Neumann algebra on a Hilbert space H is a *-subalgebra 
M of C{H) such that 
M = M \ 
where M." is the double commutant of M. 
We now in t roduce the enveloping von N e u m a n n algebra of a C*-a lgebra. 
Definition 1.1.9 Let (tt, H) be the universal representation of a C*_algebra A. 
The enveloping von Neumann algebra of A is the a-weak closure of TT {A). 
Since the universal representat ion of A is fa i th fu l , we f r o m now on regard A 
as a C*-suba lgebra of i ts enveloping von N e u m a n n algebra. We first recal l some 
basic results of the enveloping von N e u m a n n algebras. We w i l l use t h e m later . 
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Theorem 1.1.10 [13, 3.7.7] For each non-degenerate representation (tt, H) of 
a C 氺-algebra A, there is a unique a-weakly continuous 氺-homomorphism of the 
enveloping von Neumann algebra of A onto the double commutant TT[A)" O/TT^A) 
which extends tt. 
Proposition 1.1.11 [14，111.2.4] There is a unique isometry of the second dual 
space A** of a C氺-algebra A onto the enveloping von Neumann algebra of A 
which is a homeomorphism with respect to the a(A**, A*)-topology and the a-weak 
topology in the enveloping von Neumann algebra of A. 
Hence, we f r o m now on denote by A** t he enveloping von N e u m a n n algebra 
of a C*-a lgebra A. A lso , we regard the dua l space A* of A as the Banach space 
of a l l CT-weakly cont inuous l inear func t iona l on A**. 
Corollary 1.1.12 [13, 3.7.9] For each C*-subalgebra B of a C*-algebra A, the 
strong closure of B in the enveloping von Neumann algebra of A is *-isomorphic 
to the enveloping von Neumann algebra of B. 
Therefore, we can consider the enveloping von N e u m a n n algebra B** of B as 
a von Neumann subalgebra of A**. 
Definition 1.1.13 A C*-subalgebra B of a C*_algebra A is said to be hereditary 
if for a positive element a in A and a positive element b in B the inequality a < b 
implies a belongs to B. 
Theorem 1.1.14 [12, Theorem 3.2.1] Let A he a C*-algebra. 
⑴ If L IS a closed left ideal in A, then LnL* is a hereditary C*-subalgebra of 
A. The map L ^ L H L* is a bijecUon from the set of dosed left ideals of 
A onto the set of hereditary C*-subalgebras of A. 
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(2) IfLi and L2 are closed left ideals of A, then Li C L2 if and only ifLiDLl C 
L2nLi. 
(3) If B is a hereditary C氺-subalgehra of A, then the set 
L{B) = {a e A \ a*a e B} 
is the unique closed left ideal of A corresponding to B. 
Theorem 1.1.15 [12, Theorem 3.2.2] Let B be a C*-suhalgehra of a C氺-algebra 
A. Then B is hereditary in A if and only if hah' G B for all b,b, 6 B and a e A. 
Corollary 1.1.16 [12, Corollary 3.2.3] Every closed ideal of a C氺-algebra is a 
hereditary C*-suhalgehra. 
Theorem 1.1.17 [12, Theorem 3.3.8, 3.3.9] Let B he a C*-suhalgehra of a 
algebra A, and suppose that (p is a positive linear functional on B • Then there is 
a positive linear functional (p on A extending if such that = ||(/9||. Moreover, 
if B is hereditary, then such extension is unique and 
= • bi), I 
where (hj)i is the approximate identity for B. 
Theorem 1.1.18 [13, 1.5.11] The image of a hereditary C*-subalgebra (respec-
tively a closed left ideal) under a surjective *-homomorphism between C氺-algebras 
is a hereditary C*-suhalgehra (respectively a closed left ideal). 
I f p is a p ro jec t ion i n a von N e u m a n n algebra A, t hen pAp is a s t rong ly closed 
hered i tary C*-subalgebra of A, and i f also p e A\ the c o m m u t a n t of A, t hen Ap 
is a s t rong ly closed ideal of A ([12, p.118]). The fo l lowing theorem is the converse 
of these statements. 
Theorem 1.1.19 [12, Theorem 4.1.8] Let A he a von Neumann algebra. 
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(1) If B is a strongly closed hereditary C*-suhalgehra of A, then there is a unique 
projection p in B such that B — pAp. 
(2) If I is a strongly closed ideal in A, then there is a unique projection q in I 
such that I = Aq. Moreover, q G A'. 
1.2 C*-Crossed Products 
Definition 1.2.1 A C*-dynamical system is a triple (A, G, a) consisting of a 
C*-algebra A, a locally compact group G and a group homomorphism a from G 
into the automorphism group of A such that G 3 t ^^(a) is continuous for each 
a in A. 
Definition 1.2.2 A covariant representation of a (J氺-dynamical system (A, G, a) 
is a triple (tt, U, H) where (tt, H) is a non-degenerate representation of A, [U, H) 
is a unitary representation of G, and 
for all a in A and t in G. 
Let [ A , G, a ) be a C* -dynamica l system. We define i nvo lu t i on and convo lu t ion 
on the l inear space Cc{G, A) of cont inuous funct ions f r o m G to A w i t h compact 
suppor ts by 
= A ⑷ - l a 办 ( f 1)*), 
O r ” ) ⑷ = f x{s)as{y{s-H))ds, 
J G 
for a l l X, y i n Cc{G,A) and t i n G, where ds is the left Haar measure of G and 
八 ( t ) is the associated modu la r func t ion on G.以G, A) becomes a ( a l g e b r a w i t h 
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convo lu t ion as p roduc t . For each x i n Cc{G, A), define 
|x||i = / 
J G 
T h e n Cc{G, A) is a no rmed algebra w i t h an isometr ic invo lu t ion . T h e comp le t i on 
A) is therefore a Banach *-a lgebra. 
For each a i n A and f i n we denote by a (g) / the element i n A) 
such t ha t {a (g) f ) { t ) = f { t ) a for a l l t i n G. No te t h a t the l inear span of elements 
of the f o r m a (g) / , a e A , / G Cc{G), is dense i n A) ([13, 7.6.1]). 
Proposition 1.2.3 [13, 7.6.4] If H) is a covariant representation of a C*-
dynamical system (A , G, a), there is a non-degenerate representation (tt x U, H) 
of A) such that 
(tt X u){x) = / 7r{x{t))utdt (1.1) 
J G 
for every x in CC{G, A). Moreover, the correspondence (tt, U, H) j—> (tt x U, H) is 
a bijection onto the set of non-degenerate representations of A). 
Proposition 1.2.4 Let (tt, li, H) be a co variant representation of a C*-dynamical 
system [A, G, a). If TT x u is injective, so is tt . 
Proof: Suppose tha t tt x ix is in ject ive. Le t a be an element i n A such t h a t 
7r(a) 二 0. Take any non-zero func t ion f f r om C c { G ) . Since 
(tt X u){a^ f ) = j f{t)7r{a)utdt = 0, 
J G 
we have a ③ f = Q and wh ich impl ies t ha t a 二 0. TTlius, tt is in ject ive. • 
Definition 1.2.5 The C*-crossed product, denoted by A x^ G, of a C*-dynamical 
system {A,G,a) is the norm closure of A)) in C{Hu), where (tt^’ 礼 ) 
denotes the universal representation of L\G, A). 
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Le t A be a non-degenerate C* - suba lgeb ra of C{H). Reca l l t h a t an ope ra to r 
X i n C{H) is a ( two-s ided) m u l t i p l i e r if xA C A a n d Ax C A. T h e m u l t i p l i e r 
a lgebra of A, deno ted b y M{A), is t he set of a l l m u l t i p l i e r s of A i n X.' (where A.' 
is t he doub le c o m m u t a n t of A). 
Theorem 1.2.6 [13, 7.6.6] For each C*-dynamical system [A, G, a), there is a 
CO variant representation (tt, u, H) such that 
Ax^GC C*{7r{A) U UG) C M{A x ^ G), (1.2) 
(where M{A x^ G) is the multiplier algebra of A Xq, G) and for any other covari-
ant representation ,u', H'\ there is a unique representation (p, H') of A x^ G 
such that tt' = p o 7T and u' — p o u. 
Remark 1.2.7 In fact, in Theorem 1.2.6, the covariant representation (tt, u^ H) 
corresponds to the universal representation of A x^ G. Note that in this case, TT 
is faithful (c.f. Proposition 1.2.4)- Therefore, we can identify A with its image 
in the multiplier algebra M(A x^ G) of A x^ G via the map TT, and we called the 
map G 3 t Ut be the canonical unitary representation of G into M{A x^ G). 
(c.f. [13, 7.6.7]) 
Now, we i den t i f y A w i t h i ts image i n t he m u l t i p l i e r a lgebra M{A x^ G) o f 
Ay<oc G and let G 3 t ^ Ut he the canon ica l u n i t a r y representa t ion of G i n t o 
the mu l t i p l i e r a lgebra M{A x^, C') of ^ x ^ G^  sa t i s fy ing at (a) = utau^ for a l l a 
i n A and t i n G. For each bounded l inear f u n c t i o n a l (f) on A G, ^ e def ine a 
f unc t i on ^ : G A* by 
^ t ) { a ) = ^{aut) 
for each a in A and t i n G. T h e set of such func t ions is denoted by B{A x^ G). 
A n element i n B{A x ^ G) is said t o be pos i t ive def in i te ( w i t h respect t o a) i f i t is 
ar is ing f r o m a pos i t ive l inear f unc t i ona l on A X^ G. We denote by x^, G) 
the set of pos i t ive def in i te funct ions w i t h respect t o a . 
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F r o m the Cauchy-Schwarz inequa l i t y , i t fo l lows t h a t each $ i n x^, G) is 
cont inuous i n t he n o r m t o p o l o g y of A* and b o u n d e d by | | ^ (e ) | | , where e denotes 
the i d e n t i t y of G. F r o m (1.1) i n P r o p o s i t i o n 1.2.3, we see t h a t 
= [ ^{t){x{t))dt 
J G 
for each x i n Cc(G, A), so t h a t t he correspondence 0 $ is a b i j e c t i o n f r o m 
{A x ^ Cy on to B{A G). (c. / . [13，7.6.7]) 
Proposition 1.2.8 [13, 7.6.8] Let (A, G, a) be a G氺-dynamical system. The 
following conditions on a hounded, norm continuous function ^ : G ^ A* are 
equivalent. 
(1) $ is positive definite. 
(2) J2ij — 0 for all finite sets {s^} in G and {a?:} in A. 
(3) * / m ) ⑷淑 > 0 foT dl finite SCts { / J lU C,{G) 
and {cn} in A. 
(4) JG^{t){{x* ^ x){t))dt > 0 for eachx in Cc{G,A). 
Given a C * - d y n a m i c a l sys tem {A^ G, a ) and a non-degenerate representa t ion 
(TT, H) of A, we can associate a covar iant representa t ion (开,A, L\G, H))\ 
(A.ow = as-H) 
for every a in A, s in G and ^ i n F r o m (1.1) i n P ropos i t i on 1.2.3，we 
see t h a t for each x i n Cc{G, A) and ^ i n H), we have 
( ( ( ^ x A ) . t ) O W = / {^{x{s))U){t)ds 
J G 
= f 7T{at-i{x{s)))^{s-H)ds. 
J G 
([13, 7.7.1]) 
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Definition 1.2.9 Let {A, G, a) be a C*-dynamical system and let (tt们 Hu) be the 
universal representation of A. The reduced crossed product of G and A is the 
C*-algebra (t；； x A)(y l x^, G) denoted by A x^r G. 
Remark 1.2.10 It is well-known that if G is amenable (i.e. there exists a state 
m on L⑴(fi) such that m{Xsf) = m(J), s e G, f e L沈(fi), where Xsf denotes 
the function t h f[s~^t)), then tJU x X is faithful and thus, A x^ G=A x^r G 
(c.f. [13, 7.7.7]). 
Proposition 1.2.11 [13, 7.7.9] Let (A, G, a) he a C*-dynamical system and as-
sume that B is an a-invariant C氺-suhalgebra of A. There is then a natural in-
jection of B Xar G as a C*-subalgebra of A x^r G; and if B — A，B x^r G ^ 
Chapter 2 
Hereditary C S u b a l g e b r a s 
2.1 Polar Decompositions of Bounded Linear Func-
tionals 
Let A be a C*-a lgebra and let B be a C*-subalgebra of A. I n th is section, we use 
the polar decomposit ions of no rma l l inear funct ionals to show t h a t every state on 
B has a unique state extension to A i f and on ly i f every bounded l inear func t iona l 
on B has a unique norm-preserv ing extension to a bounded l inear func t iona l on 
A. The mater ia ls i n th is section are based on [10 
Let M be a von Neumann algebra and let (p he a no rma l l inear func t iona l 
(i.e. cr-weakly cont inuous) on M. B y the polar decomposi t ion of (p, we mean the 
fo l lowing expression: 
^ = M W , M = 
for some pa r t i a l isometry v in M (i.e. v*v is a pro jec t ion) and a unique no rma l 
posit ive l inear funct iona l \(p\ on M wh ich satisfies 
M l = I IMI I and < ( * ) 
for a l l xmM (cf.[14, 111.4.2,4.6]). Note t ha t cond i t ion ( * ) ensures the uniqueness 
14 
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of \ip\ (cf.[14, I I I .4 .6 ] ) . More precisely, i f a n o r m a l posi t ive l inear f unc t i ona l 妙 
satisfies 
\xIj\\ = llv^ll and < \\(p\\ilj{x*x), 
t hen ^ = \(p\. We say t ha t \(p\ is the absolute value of (p. I n add i t ion , i f vv* 
is exact ly equal t o the suppor t p ro jec t ion 5(|(/?|) of (i.e. the smallest of a l l 
pro ject ions p i n M such t h a t \(p\{p-) = M)， t hen v is un ique ly de termined (cf.[14, 
I I I .4 .2 ] ) . 
Set = {x e M \ ||x|| < = \\(p\\}. 
Lemma 2.1.1 Let M be a von Neumann algebra and let ip he a normal linear 
functional on M. Then we have: 
(1) M^p is non-empty and contains a partial isometry in M. 
(2) For each x in M^p, is a normal positive linear functional on M such 
that = \\(p\ . 
In particular, ^{v*-) is positive and = || for all partial isometries 
V* in Mp. 
P r o o f : (1) Since the set of a l l no rma l l inear func t iona l on M is the predua l of 
M, M^p is non-empty. Note t ha t M^ is a weakly compact face of the un i t ba l l of 
M . Hence, M ^ contains a pa r t i a l isometry i n M , wh ich is an extreme po in t of 
the un i t ba l l of M. 
(2) Let X be an element i n M ^ . Since 
I 咖 . ) | | > ^ { x l ) 二 = \\ip\\ > ||v?0)||， 
we ob ta in t ha t \\(p\\ = = ( f { x l ) . Th is impl ies t ha t the no rma l l inear 
funct iona l ^ { x - ) is posit ive. • 
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Lemma 2.1.2 Let M be a von Neumann algebra and let ^ he a normal linear 
functional on M. If a projection p in M satisfies the equality \\^{p-)\\ = 
then we have (p{p-) = ( f . 
Proof: See [14, I I I .4 .1 ] . • 
Lemma 2.1.3 Let M he a von Neumann algebra and let ip he a normal linear 
functional on M• Then 
= (f 
for every partial isometry v* in M-. 
Proof: Since 
by L e m m a 2.1.2，we have Lp{v*v-) = i f . • 
Lemma 2.1.4 Let M be a von Ne/umann algebra and let ip be a normal linear 
funcftonal on M. Then we have. 
of (ill pariiat isnniefries r* in M^. 
Proof: 111 orclor to show tha t = (p{r*-) , we on ly n r r d to prove tha t ^ { v * - ) 
satisf irs cond i t ion ( * ) . B y Lo in ina 2.1.3 and the Cauc l iy -Sc l iwar tz inequal i ty , wo 
sor that 
\ y { - r ) f = < ||一十’十.丰(.广,’宣?’.?)）< ||c^||,M”*(.了，7.)) 
for al l .,’ i l l M , wh ich t o g r t h r r w i t h L r i i i i i i a 2.1.1 impl ies tha t = ip( r * . ) . A lso, 
l)y Lpi i i i i ia 2.1.3 again, wo sro that 
•厂）= ^ ( r ' l ' . r ) = l ^ l ( r . r ) 
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for a l l X i n M. Therefore, we conclude t h a t cp = 口 
Remark 2.1.5 The above Lemma asserts that(p{v-) = (p{w-) for arbitrary partial 
isometries v and w in M.. 
Theorem 2.1.6 Let M he a von Neumann algebra and let cp be a normal linear 
functional on a strongly closed C^-suhalgebra N of M. Denote hy T: the set of 
all normal linear functionals ip on M extending cp with ||功|| = Let v be any 
partial isometry in N satisfying that = (p{v*). Then we have 
^ 二 M O ) ， I d =咖*.), I M I = l l l ^ l l 
and 
妙=I功 l(w-), = II 功 II = IIIV^ II 
for all in T^p, where \(f \ and \ip\ denote the absolute values of (p and respec-
tively. 
Proof: Take any pa r t i a l i sometry ？;* f r o m N^. Since N^P C M冲 for a l l ip i n 
i t fol lows f r om L e m m a 2.1.4 t ha t v yields the desired result . • 
Let A be a C*-algebra. We denote by A** the enveloping von Neumann algebra 
of A, wh ich is ident i f ied w i t h the second dua l of A. T h e n B** of a C*-subalgebra 
B of A is ident i f ied w i t h the s t rong closure of B i n A** (see Sect ion 1.1). Thus 
we have the fol lowing: 
Corollary 2.1.7 Let A he a C*-algebra and let (f be a hounded linear functional 
on a C*-subalgebra B of A. Denote hy T^ the set of all hounded linear functionals 
W on A extending ip with = Let be any partial isometry in B;• Then 
we have 
= M(i，-)， Iv^ l = v^ O*.), IMI = \\M\ 
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and 
= I训=功(”*•)， II於II 二 III妙II 
for all ip in T^. 
Corollary 2.1.8 Let A be a C*-algebra and let B be a C*-suhalgehra of A. Then 
the following conditions are equivalent. 
(1) Every positive linear functional on B has a unique norm-preserving exten-
sion to a positive linear functional on A. 
(2) Every hounded linear functional on B has a unique norm-preserving exten-
sion to a hounded linear functional on A. 
Proof: (2)=>(1) is obvious. We have on ly to prove the imp l i ca t ion Let 
cp he a bounded l inear funct ional on B, and let (pi and (p2 be norm-preserv ing 
extensions of to a bounded linear funct ionals on A. B y Coro l lary 2.1.7, there 
exists a par t ia l isometry v i n B** such tha t 
^ = M W , M = 咖 * • )， IMI = IIMI 
and 
(Pi = I灼 I = 灼 I I 灼 II = III 灼 II 
for i = l , 2 . We then have 
V^dW =灼{v*b) = (f{v*b) 二 \(p\{b) 
for al l b in B. Since we have 
llv^ dll = II 釣 II = IMI = IIMII’ 
cond i t i on ( l ) concludes tha t \(fi\ = \(p2\. Th is means tha t 
= Iv^lio) = I 灼 |(仏） 
We thus complete the proof. • 
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2.2 Unique State Extension 
I n th is sect ion, we show t h a t a C* -suba lgebra 5 of a C* -a l geb ra A is he red i t a ry 
i n A i f and on ly i f every s ta te of B extends un ique l y t o a s ta te of A. We also 
give o ther necessary and suff ic ient cond i t ions for B t o be he red i ta ry i n A. T h e 
mater ia ls i n th i s sect ion are based on [7, Sect ion 2] and [10 . 
Le t ^ be a C* -a lgeb ra and let 5 be a C* -suba lgebra of A. T h r o u g h o u t th i s 
section, we denote by p t he i d e n t i t y of the envelop ing von N e u m a n n algebra B** 
of B, wh i ch is a p r o j e c t i o n of the enveloping von N e u m a n n algebra A** of A. 
Also, for a pos i t i ve l inear f unc t i ona l ip on B, we denote by (p a pos i t ive n o r m -
preserv ing extens ion of i t t o A. 
Lemma 2.2.1 Let A be a C氺-algebra and let B be a C氺-subalgebra of A. Assume 
that every state of B uniquely extends to a state of A. Let be a positive linear 
functional of A. Then we have 
• = HP'P). 
Proof: I t is easy t o check t h a t iP\b 二 iP\b = . p) on B . Since we have 
iV^lsll = IIV^MI = 御 、 = 从 p i p ) = II妙 
i t fol lows f r o m the assumpt ion t h a t 
妙 Is = 'ipip-p)-
• 
For a C*-a lgebra A and a C*-subalgebra B of A, we denote by y l : * (resp. 
B^*) the posi t ive par t of the enveloping von N e u m a n n algebra A** of A (resp. 
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the posi t ive pa r t of the enveloping von N e u m a n n a lgebra B** of B). We denote 
by B^^ and Bo(Bf) t he set of a l l posi t ive l inear func t iona ls i n B* w i t h the i r 
norms less t h a n or equal t o one and the real Banach space of a l l bounded aff ine 
funct ions on B^^ wh i ch vanish at zero, respectively. For each y i n the se l f -ad jo int 
pa r t B** of B * * and cp i n we consider a l inear m a p 、 f r o m B二 i n to Bo{B^) 
def ined by = (p{y){=< y,(p > ) . T h e n the m a p ^ is an order preserv ing 
isomet ry f r o m B二 on to B o ( B ; i ) (see [13, 3.10.3] or [14, p . l 61 ] ) . 
Let ^ be a C* -a lgebra and B a C*-suba lgebra of A. Recal l t h a t a projection 
of A onto B of norm one is a l inear m a p Q oi A on to B such t h a t Q{y) = y for 
every y in B and | |Q(x) | | < ||x|| for every x i n A. 
Theorem 2.2.2 Let A be a C氺-algebra and let B be a C*-suhalgehra of A. Denote 
by p the identity of B**. Then the following conditions are equivalent. 
(1) B is a hereditary C氺-subalgebra of A. 
(2) For any element x in A with x*x 朱 B, there exists a positive linear func-
tional ip on A such that > 0 and 妙 = 0. 
(3) Every state of B uniquely extends to a state of A. 
(4) Every hounded linear functional on B has a unique norm-preserving exten-
sion to a hounded linear functional on A. 
(5) There exists an affine map Q from onto B;* such that Q is the identity 
map on B^ and (f o Q = (p on A*^ for every state (p on B. 
(6) There exists a projection of norm one Q from A** onto B** such that (^oQ = 
(f for every state (f on B. 
Furthermore, the maps Q in conditions (5) and (6) are uniquely determined, 
that is , Q has the form Q{-) = p • p. 
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Proof: We may assume w i t h o u t loss of genera l i ty t h a t A ^ B. We 
regard A as a C*-subalgebra of A** ac t ing on the universal H i l b e r t space H. Le t 
X be an element i n A w i t h x*x • B. Assume t h a t x{l - p ) =0. T h e n x belongs 
t o the closed lef t ideal A**p n A of A cor responding t o B (see T h e o r e m 1.1.14). 
Therefore, x*x G B. Th i s cont rad ic ts the cond i t i on t h a t x*x ^ B. We thus see 
t h a t x(l - p ) 0. 
Le t ^ G (1 — p ) H such t h a t x ^ ^ 0. Def ine a posi t ive l inear f unc t i ona l on 
A by 
^{x) 二 KIO 
for a l l X i n A. T h e n we see t h a t ' i / j ( x * x ) > 0 and = 0. 
( 2 ) ^ ( 1 ) . Le t X be a posi t ive element i n A w i t h y > x for some element y i n 
B. Assume t h a t x ^ B. B y assumpt ion, there exists a pos i t ive l inear func t iona l 
on A such t h a t IIJ{X) > 0 and 功 = 0. We then see t h a t 0 = ip{y) > 妙 ( x ) > 0, 
wh i ch is a cont rad ic t ion. We thus conclude t h a t 工 6 B, w h i c h impl ies t h a t B is 
hered i ta ry i n A. 
( 3 ) 4 ( 5 ) . Define a map P f r o m A；* i n to Bo(B;” by 
尸 ⑷ O ) =<x,(p> 
for X G A ^ and (f G B"^ . Th i s map is wel l-def ined. I n fact, since the n o r m is an 
add i t i ve func t ion on the set of posi t ive l inear funct ions (e.g.[12, Coro l la ry 3.3.5])， 
we have 
+ (1 - A)(^ 2|| = IIAv^ i + (1 - A)vp2|| = + (1 - A)||(/?2| 
— — + (1 — A)||^|| = ||A两 + (1 -
for (pi, i f 2 e and 0 < A < 1. Also, we have 
+ (1 — X)ip2 = Av?i + (1 - \)LP2 = A^ + (1 — A)两 
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on B. There fore , cond i t i on (3 ) shows t h a t 
X(pi + (1 — A)(/?2 = A 两 + (1 — A)两， 
for w h i c h fo l lows t h a t P{x) is aff ine on B^. Clear ly , P(x) is b o u n d e d and 
P(:r)(0) = 0. 
Now, we p u t 
Q = 、 P , 
where • denotes the inverse m a p of the order preserv ing l inear i some t r y 八 f r o m 
B二 on to ). No te t h a t for every x i n 
< Q(x), ^ >=< ^ o P O ) , > = P{x)[ip) = < > > 0 
for a l l i n B*^. T h i s impl ies t h a t Q{x) G B ; * for a l l x i n A ; * . Hence, Q is an 
aff ine m a p f r o m A*^ i n to B"^ . 
Take any element y i n B^. For any ip i n B公,we have 
< Q ( y ) , ^ > = < V 〇 P { y \ ^ > = P { y ) { ^ ) = < y , 中 > = < y , ^ 〉 , 
for wh i ch fo l lows t h a t Q is the i den t i t y m a p on B^. A lso, i t shows t h a t Q is an 
aff ine m a p f r o m onto B ; * . 
Take any element x i n A"^ . For any s tate (f on B , we have 
< = < 、 尸 0 ) ， ( ^ 〉 二 < � = < � P 0 ) ’ ( ^ � 
= P { x ) { ( p ) =< X, > . 
We thus o b t a i n t h a t (p o Q = (p on A*^. 
(5)=>(3). Le t Q be an affine map f r o m A** on to B;* such t h a t Q is the i den t i t y 
map on B^* and (poQ = (p on A** for every state cp on B. Since Q is the i den t i t y 
map on B* * , we have Q(0 ) = 0. Thus 
Q(Ax) 二 Q{\x + (1 - A)0) 二 \Q{x) + (1 - A)(5(0) = \Q{x) 
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for any x i n A；* and for any A i n [0,1]. Hence, for any A > 1 and any . t i n 
we have 
XQ{x) = XQi^x) = A . i ( 5 ( A x ) = Q{Xx). 
A A 
We thus o b t a i n t h a t 
Q{Xx) = XQ{x) (2.1) 
for any A > 0 and any x i n Since Q is aff ine, the above f o rmu la (2.1) shows 
t h a t 
Q ( 工 1 + 夠 ） = + X2)) = 2 0 ( ^ X 1 + = 2(^Q(xi) + ^Q(X2)) 
= Q ( - T i ) + 0 ( X 2 ) (2.2) 
for a l l x i and X2 i n 
Now, we ex tend Q t o a l inear map Q f r o m A** on to B** by 
Q{xi - X2) = Q{xi) — Q{x2) 
for x i and X2 i n A"^ . I n fact , i f x i — X2 = z i — 'Z2 for x i , X2, z i , z) i n we t hen 
have Xi Z2 = X2 zi > 0 and hence by (2.2), we have 
Q{XI) + Q(Z2) = Q{xi + Z2) = Q{X2 + ZI) = Q{X2) + Q{ZI). 
Therefore, we see t h a t 
wh ich means t h a t the m a p Q is well-defined. Moreover, i t fol lows f r o m the def-
i n i t i on of Q t h a t Q is add i t i ve and Q{-x) = —Q{x) for a l l x i n Hence, by 
the fo rmu la (2.1), we see t h a t 
Q ( ( - A ) x ) = - Q [ \ x ) = ( - A ) Q ( x ) 
for a l l A > 0 and x i n A** , and thus Q can be extended to a l inear map Q f r o m 
^：： onto B : 
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Fur the rmore , Q extends t o a (pos i t ive) l inear m a p , also deno ted b y Q , from 
A** on to B** by 
Q{xi + 1X2) = + 
for x i and .T2 i n A* * . T h e n i t is easy t o ve r i f y t h a t Q is t he i d e n t i t y m a p on B * * 
and (f o Q = (p for every s tate ip on B . 
Le t and cp2 be states on B. Assume t h a t ( f i = (F2- T h e n we see t h a t 
V i^ = V i^ o = =仍 o 0 = 〇 = Q 0 = 9^2, 
wh i ch proves t h a t every s tate on B un ique ly extends t o a s tate on A. 
( 5 ) ^ ( 1 ) . We f i rst show t h a t the m a p Q i n cond i t i on (5) is un ique l y de te rm ined 
as the f o r m Q{-) = p • P- B y the equivalence of (3) and (5), we see t h a t every 
state of B un ique ly extends to a state of A. B y us ing L e m m a 2.2.1, we o b t a i n 
tha t 
< Q ( . 7 . ) ， 7 / ; 〉 = < > = < > 
= < .r, ipIb > = < .7：, 'ip{p . p)〉=< pxp, ip > 
for any r in and any state 'i^j on A. T h i s proves tha t Q{-) = p • p and hence, 
B*: = pA**}). Thus B** — pA**p and wh ich fol lows tha t B is a he red i ta ry C * -
sul)algr l ) ra of .4. 
(i)=>(3). See ([12. Thoore in 3.3.9]). 
(3)<->(4). Sor Coro l l a ry 2.1.8. 
(G)=>(5). Th i s is obvious. 
Since Q is of the fo rm Q{-) = p • p, the map Q coi isiderod in the 
imp l i ca t ion (5) =^(3) also has the fo rm Q(- ) = p • /). wh ich impl ies tha t Q is a pro-
j r c t i o n of i io r in one f rom onto B" such tha t ( ^oQ = for eyery state ip on B. 
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F ina l l y , t he uniqueness of t he p r o j e c t i o n of n o r m one i n c o n d i t i o n (6) fo l lows 
f r o m the fact t h a t the res t r i c t i on of t he p r o j e c t i o n t o A*^ is t he un ique aff ine m a p 
i n c o n d i t i o n (5). 口 
Remarks 2.2.3 (1). In the case where every state on a C氺-suhalgebra B uniquely 
extends to a state on the whole algebra A, the Jordan decomposition of a self-
adjoint linear functional (eq. [13, 3.2.5] or [14, III.2.1’4.2(ii)]) easily yields that 
every self-adjoint linear functional on B also has a unique norm-preserving ex-
tension to a self-adjoint linear functional on A. 
( 2 ) . In the implication (5)今（3), we can also derive the observation that the 
map Q constructed therein has norm one from the fact that (p o Q = (p. 
( 3 ) . In the proof of the above theorem, we may show the implication (1)4 (6)， 
instead of the implication (5)^(6). In fact, if B is a hereditary C氺-suhalgebra of 
A, B** = pA**p. We may define a projection of norm one Q from A** onto B** 
by 
Q{x) —— pxp 
for X in A**. It then follows from Theorem 1.1.17 that Cp o Q — (p for every state 
if on B. 
2.3 Two Special Classes of Hereditary C*-Subalgebras 
I n th i s section, we app ly T h e o r e m 2.2.2 t o character ize t w o classes of hered-
i t a r y C*-subalgebras: f u l l he red i ta ry C*-subalgebras and the he red i ta ry C * -
subalgebras t h a t generate essential ideals i n a g iven C*-a lgebra . T h e ma te r i a l 
i n th is sect ion are based on [8] and [9, Sect ion 2 . 
Definition 2.3.1 Let I he a closed ideal in a C氺-algebra A. We say that I is 
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essential in A if al 二 Q implies that a 二 0 (equivalently, la = 0 implies that 
a = 0). 
Remarks 2.3.2 (1). I is essential in A if and only if I f ] J ^ {0} for all non-zero 
closed ideals J in A. 
( 2 ) . Every C*_algebra I is an essential ideal in its multiplier algebra M [ I ) . 
([12, p. 82]) 
Theorem 2.3.3 Let I be a closed ideal in a C氺-algebra A. Then there is a unique 
*-homomorphism Q from A into the multiplier algebra M{I) of I extending the 
inclusion map of I into M { I ) . Moreover, Q is injective if I is essential in A. 
Proof: See [12, T h e o r e m 3.1.8] • 
Theorem 2.3.4 Let I he a C*-subalgebra of a C*-algebra A^ and let (p he an 
extension of a state (p of I to a state of A. Denote by p the identity of the 
enveloping von Neumann algebra I** of I . Then the following conditions are 
equivalent. 
(1) I is an ideal of A. 
(2) There exists a *-homomorphism Q from A** onto I** such that Q %s the 
identity map on /** and (p o Q = Cp for every state (p on I . 
In addition, Q is uniquely determined as the form Q{-) = p • p and Q maps A 
into the multipher algebra M{I) of I . 
Furthermore，the *-hom,orn,orphism Q is injective on A if and only if I is 
essential. 
Proof: (1)=^(2) . Since / is a closed ideal of A, I** = A**p and p is a cent ra l 
p ro jec t i on of A**. We define a p ro jec t i on of n o r m one Q f r o m A** on to I** by 
Q{x) = xp 
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for each x i n A**. T h e n Q is a * - h o m o m o r p h i s m on A** and i t fol lows f r o m 
Theorem 2.2.2 t h a t (p o Q = ip iov every state (f on I. 
Take any element x f r o m A. For any element y i n / , we have 
Q{x)y = xpy = xy e I , 
which implies that Q{x) G M( / ) , i.e. Q{A) C M{I). 
( 2 ) ^ ( 1 ) . B y Theo rem 2.2.2 again, Q is of the f o r m Q{-) = p • p and I is 
hered i tary i n A. Hence, I** = pA**p. I n order to prove t h a t I is an ideal of A , i t 
suffices to prove t h a t p is a. cent ra l p ro jec t ion i n A** . F i r s t , we show t h a t 
P{x - Q{x)) = { x - Q{x))p, 
for a l l X i n A**. Suppose not . Assume t ha t there exists x i n A** such t h a t 
p{x — Q{x)) + {x — Qix))^). Since x — Q{x) G kerQ for any x i n A**, there exists 
a posi t ive element a i n kerQ such t ha t pa + ap. Note t h a t 
0 -— Q{a) = pap — 
th is impl ies t ha t aip = 0 and hence, ap = 0. Th i s contradic ts t h a t pa + ap. 
Therefore, we ob ta in t h a t p{x — Q{x)) = {x — Q{x))p for a l l x i n A**. Since 
pQ{x) = Q(2:)p for any x i n A** , we have px = xp for a l l x i n A** and wh ich 
follows t ha t p is a centra l p ro jec t ion i n A**. 
From Theorem 2.3.3, we know tha t i f I is essential, Q is in ject ive on A. Now, 
we prove the suff icient par t . Suppose tha t Q is an in ject ive * -homomorph ism on 
A. Let J be a closed ideal of A such tha t I n J = { 0 } . Take any x i n J. Note 
tha t 
Q[x)y = xy = 0 
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for any y i n I. Since Q{x) G M{I) and I is essential i n M ( / ) , t he above equa l i t y 
impl ies t h a t Q{x) = 0 and w h i c h fo l lows t h a t x = 0. Hence, I is essential. • 
M o t i v a t e d by the p roo f of the above theorem, we can get a charac te r i za t ion 
of essential ideals as fol lows: 
Proposition 2.3.5 Let A he a C氺-algebra and let I be a C*-subalgebra of A. 
Then the following conditions are equivalent. 
(1) I is an essential ideal of A. 
(2) There exists an injective *-homomorphism Q from A into the multiplier 
algebra M{I) of I which is the identity map on I . 
Proof: See T h e o r e m 2.3.3. 
( 2 ) ^ ( 1 ) . F i r s t , we show t h a t I is an ideal of A. Take any element x i n A and 
any element y i n I. We note t h a t 
Q{xy) 二 Q{x)Q{y) = Q{x)y 6 M{I)I C I. 
Th is impl ies t h a t xy — Q{xy) G A. Since Q{xy — Q{xy)) = 0 and Q is in ject ive 
on A, xy 二 Q{xy) G I. We thus ob ta in t h a t I is an ideal of A. B y Theo rem 
2.3.4, we conclude t h a t I is an essential ideal of A. • 
Let A be a C*-a lgebra and let B be a C*-s i iba lgebra of A. F r o m now on, 
we denote by 1(B) the closed ideal of A generated by B, and the i den t i t y of the 
enveloping von Neumann algebra B** of B is denoted by p, wh ich is a p ro jec t ion 
of A**, the enveloping von Neumann algebra of A. 
For each self-adjoint element x i n A**, we denote by C(.T) the i n f i m u m of al l 
sel f-adjoint elements i n the centre Z of A** ma jo r i z i ng x . Th i s i n f i m u m exists 
since the self-adjoint par t of Z is a complete lat t ice, and we cal l i t the centra l 
cover of x. Note t ha t i f x is a p ro jec t ion in A** , c{x) is a centra l p ro jec t ion . Also, 
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for any sel f -adjo int element x i n A * * and any pos i t ive element z i n Z , we have 
= c(x)z. (See [13, 2.6] for de ta i l exp lanat ions) . 
Now, we use Theo rem 2.2.2 t o character ize the class of he red i ta ry C*-subalgebras 
t h a t generate essential ideals i n A. 
Theorem 2.3.6 Let A be a C 氺-algebra and let B be a C*-suhalgebra of A. Denote 
by (f an extension of a state Lp on B to a state on A. Then the following conditions 
are equivalent. 
(1) B is a hereditary C氺-subalgebra of A that generates an essential ideal of A. 
(2) There exists a projection of norm one Q from A** onto B** such that (foQ = 
(p for every state (p on B, and if Q{c{x)) = 0 for a positive element x in A 
then X = 0. 
、• 
Proof: F i rs t , we show t h a t c(]9) is the i den t i t y of the enveloping von N e u m a n n 
/ ( B ) * * of I [ B ) . Le t q be the i den t i t y of / ( B ) * * . Since p G I(B)** and q is i n the 
centre of A** , we see t ha t c(p) < q. O n the other hand, A**c{p) f l ^ is an ideal of 
A and 
Th i s impl ies t ha t A**c{p) n A D 1(B), and wh i ch fol lows t h a t A**c{p) D as 
A**c{p) n A is s t rong ly dense i n A**c{p). Therefore, we see t h a t c{p) > q. Hence, 
c(p) = q. 
Thus the * - l i omomorph i sm P f r o m A** onto 1(8)** such t h a t P is the iden t i t y 
map on 1(8)** and o P = for every state i f on I{B) is given by the fo rmu la 
P{-) = c{p)-c{p). 
Note tha t by Theorem 2.3.4, I{B) is essential i n A i f and on ly i f the * - homomorph i sm 
P is in ject ive on A. 
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Now, we show the i m p l i c a t i o n ( 1 ) 々 ( 2 ) . B y T h e o r e m 2.2.2, there exists a 
p ro j ec t i on of n o r m one Q{= p • p) f r o m v4** on to B** such t h a t o Q 二for 
every s tate ip on B. We on ly need t o prove t he second pa r t of (2). Le t x he a 
posi t ive element i n A such t h a t Q{c{x)) = 0. N o t e t h a t 
0 —— Q{c{x)) — pc{x)p = c(x)p. 
T h i s impl ies t h a t 
0 = c(c(x)p) = c(x)c(p) = c(xc(p)). 
Hence, F(x) = c(p)xc{p) = xc{p) = 0. B y the i n j e c t i v i t y oi P on A, x = 0. 
B y T h e o r e m 2.2.2 again, B is he red i ta ry i n A. Hence, i t suffices t o 
show t h a t P is in jec t ive on A. Le t x be an element i n A such t h a t P(x) = 0. 
No te t h a t 
x*xc{p) = X* c(jp)xc(p) — x*P{x) = 0. 
Th i s impl ies t h a t 
c{c{x*x)p) = c{x*x)c{p) = c{x*xc{p)) = 0. 
Thus, Q{c{x*x)) — pc{x*x)p = c{x*x)p = 0. B y the assumpt ion, we o b t a i n t h a t 
X = 0. • 
Definition 2.3.7 A hereditary C氺-subalgebra is said to be full if it is not con-
tained in any proper closed ideal of the whole C氺-algehra. 
Theorem 2.3.8 Let A be a C*-algebra and let B be a C*-subalgebm of A. Denote 
by (p the extension of a state (p on B to a state on A. Then the following conditions 
are equivalent. 
(1) B is a full hereditary C氺-subalgebra of A. 
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(2) There exists a projection of norm one Q from A** onto B** such that Q is 
injecUve on the centre Z of A** and (f) o Q 二 for every state if on B. 
Proof: W e r e m a r k t h a t 
fullness of B ^ I{B) = c{p) = 1. 
(1)=^(2) . F i r s t , we show t h a t Q is in jec t ive on t he pos i t i ve p a r t o f Z. Le t x 
be a pos i t ive element i n Z such t h a t Q{x) = 0. T h e n 
0 = (5(.t) = pxp = {x^p)*{x^p) 
impl ies t h a t xip = 0， that is xp = 0. Thus x = xc{p) = c{xp) = 0. Now, we take 
any element x i n Z w i t h = 0. Since Q{-) = p - p, i t is easy t o see t h a t Q is 
a * - h o m o m o r p h i s m on Z. Hence, Q{x*x) = Q(x)*Q(x) = 0. B y the i n j e c t i v i t y 
of Q on the pos i t ive pa r t of Z , we conclude t h a t x = 0. 
(2)=>(1). Since 1 — c{p) G Z , Q{l — c{p)) 二 p—pc{p)p = 0. B y the assumpt ion , 
we o b t a i n t h a t c{p) = 1. • 
Remark 2.3.9 Let A he a C*_algebra and let B be a full hereditary C*-subalgebra 
of A. From, the above Theorem，we know that the restriction of Q to the centre of 
A** is an injective *-hom,omorphism into the centre of B**. Now, we assert that 
the centres of A** and B** are *-isomorphic under Q. In fact, since B** is the 
reduced von Neumann algebra of A** with respect to p, the centre of B** is just 
the 'image, of the centre of A** by Q ([5, 1.2.1. Corollary of Proposition 2]). 
Chapter 3 
C*-Crossed Products 
3.1 Hereditary C S u b a l g e b r a s and Positive Def-
inite Functions 
Le t {A, G, a) be a C * - d y n a m i c a l system, and let B be an a - i n v a r i a n t C* -suba lgebra 
of A. As ment ioned i n P ropos i t i on 1.2.11, B x^ G is a C* -suba lgebra oi A G 
i f G is amenable. However, B x^ G may no t be a C* -suba lgebra of ^ x^^ C i f 
G is not amenable. I n th is sect ion, we give a necessary and suff ic ient cond i t i on 
ior B Xa G to he a C* -suba lgebra of A x ^ G. Moreover , we show t h a t B is an 
a - invar ian t hered i ta ry C* -suba lgebra of A i f and on ly if B x^ G is a, he red i ta ry 
C*-suba lgebra of x ^ C . F ina l l y , we app ly the resul t of T h e o r e m 2.2.2 t o C * -
crossed products . T h e ma te r i a l i n th is sect ion are based on [6]，[7, Sect ion 3] and 
9, Sect ion 3 . 
Theorem 3.1.1 Let (A, G, a) be a (J氺-dynamical system, and let B be an a-
invariant C氺-subalgebra of A. Then the following conditions, are equivalent. 
(1) B Xa G is a C氺-subalgebra of A x^ G. 
(2) For any $ in B+{B x^ G), there exists a positive definite function 少 in 
x ^ G) such that 屯 ⑷ = ① ⑷ for all t in G and | | ^ (e) | | = | |$(e) | 
32 
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for the identity e of G. 
P r o o f : I den t i f y i ng A w i t h i ts image i n M{A X^ G) (see R e m a r k 1.2.7). 
We denote by u the canonica l u n i t a r y representat ion of G i n to M{A x^ G) satis-
f y i n g at{a) = utaul for each am A and t i n G. A lso, we denote by v the canonica l 
u n i t a r y representat ion of G i n to M[B x^, G) sat is fy ing at{h) = vtbv^ for each b i n 
B and t i n G. B y Theo rem 1.2.6, there exists an ^ - i somorph ism p f r o m B x^ G 
( regarded as a C*-suba lgebra of M{B x^ G)) on to i ts image under the un iversa l 
representation oi A yi^ G such that p(h) = b for all b in B and p{vt) = ut for all 
t i n G. 
Let $ be an element i n x^, G). We denote by ip the posi t ive l inear 
f unc t i ona l on B G such t h a t ^ o p corresponds t o Le t ^ be a posi t ive n o r m 
preserv ing extension oi ip to Ax^ G. Now, we define a posi t ive def in i te f unc t i on 
屯 i n B+{A x ^ G) by 
for each a m. A and t i n G. Since 
屯⑷(6) = ilj{but) = ^{hut) = cp(p(bvt)) = ^(t)(b) 
for any b in B and t i n G, we have 屯⑴=亞⑴ for a l l t i n G. We next show 
t h a t W^pW = II屯(e)||. Le t {a,；} and { / J be approx imate ident i t ies of A and 
respectively. T h e n {a^ (g) / J is the approx imate iden t i t y of L\G,A) wh i ch is 
ident i f ied w i t h 
(h 公 f i = / fi{t)aiUtdt 
J G 
i n A Xa G. B y the Cauchy-Schwarz inequal i ty , 
< [ \Mt)Mci,ut)\dt 
J G 
J G 
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Th is impl ies t h a t ||功|| < = | | ^ (e ) | | . Since the reverse i nequa l i t y always 
holds, we have = ||屯(e)||. S imi la r ly , we see t h a t 二 ||否(e)||. Hence, we 
ob ta i n t h a t | |$(e) | | = | | ^ (e ) | . 
Take any element y f r o m B). We denote by WHWBXCCG (resp. 
IvWaxc^g) the C * - n o r m of y in B x^ G (resp. A x^ G). I t suffices t o show t h a t 
I^II^Xc^G = l ly lUxaG- Le t (/? be a pos i t ive l inear func t iona l on B x^ G w i t h 
IvHI ^ 1. We denote by $ the posi t ive def in i te f unc t i on i n B+、B x^； G) t h a t 
corresponds t o ^p. B y the assumpt ion, there exists a pos i t ive def in i te f u n c t i o n 屯 
i n B+{A G) such t h a t 少 ⑷ = for a l l t i n G and | |^ (e) | | = | |$(e) | | . We 
denote by tp the posi t ive l inear func t iona l on A x^ G wh i ch corresponds t o 屯. 
Since 
= I m{y*y{t))dt = [ ^{t){y*y(t))dt = ^{y*y) 
J G J G 
and 
IV I^I = II屯(e)|| = | |$(e) | | = \\(p\\ < 1, 
we ob ta in 
I^A/IIbxqG 二 sup < \\y*y\\Ax^G-
M<i 
As the 
reverse inequa l i t y always holds, — | |yI I^x^g- • 
We now give an example t ha t B x^ G is no t a C*-subalgebra of A x^ G. 
E x a m p l e . Let G be a local ly compact group whose enveloping group C * -
algebra is not nuclear [e.g. a nonamenable discrete group such as the free 
group on two generators, c.f. [11, p.391]). B y [11, Theo rem A] , there exists a 
C*-a lgebra A and a C*-subalgebra B of A such t h a t B <S)max C*{G) cannot be 
embedded i n A (g)謙工 C * ( G ) . I f (A , G, a) is a C* -dynamica l system such t h a t a is 
the t r i v i a l ac t ion onG, Ax^G = A (g)腿工 C * ( G ) B x^G = B (g)賺工 C*{G). 
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Let [ B , G, a ) be a C * - d y n a m i c a l system. We denote by a** the double t rans-
pose of at. T h e n the m a p G 3 t ^ a^* is a h o m o m o r p h i s m of G i n to Aut{B**). 
Since every ^ - i somorph ism of a von Neumann algebra on to another is cr-weakly 
cont inuous (c./. [14, I I I , C o r o l l a r y 3.10]), a^* is cr-weakly cont inuous for a l l t i n 
G. 
Lemma 3.1.2 Let {B, G, a) be a C*_dynamical system. Let $ G B+{B x^ G). 
Then we have 
i j ‘ 
for finite sets {s^} in G and {6?:} in B**. 
Proof: For each 6?: i n B**, there exists a net {bi(^k)}k i n B w i t h < | |6』 for 
a l l k such tha t the net {bi(^k)}k is cr-strongly* convergent t o bi (c./. [14, I I , L e m m a 
2.5 and Theorem 4.8]). Th i s fol lows t ha t ⑷ 〜 ⑷ i s cr-weakly convergent t o 
b*bj. Since is i n B* and a^* is cr-weakly cont inuous for any t i n G, by 
Propos i t ion 1.2.8, 
= E < 歪(（1 〜 ⑷ 〜 ⑷ ） > 
- E < 巾(（1 如：：他）〉. 
.. ？, 
Hence, the result fol lows. • 
Lemma 3.1.3 Let {A, G, a) be a C*-dynamical system. Let B be an aAnvariant 
hereditary C*-subalgebra of A. Then B x^G is a C*-subalgebra of A x^ G. 
Proof: B y Theorem 3.1.1, i t suffices to show t h a t the condi t ion(2) i n Theorem 
3.1.1 holds. Since B is hereditary, B** = pA**p where p is the iden t i t y of 5 * * . 
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We define a m a p E f r o m ^4** on to B** by 
E{a) = pap 
for any a i n A**. Since p is an a** - invar ian t p ro jec t ion i n A**, 
for a l l am A^t i n G. Take an a r b i t r a r y element 歪 f r o m B+[B x^ G). We define 
a map 屯：G — # by 
屯 ⑴ ⑷ ^ { t ) , E { a ) > 
for any a i n A and t i n G. Since $ is bounded and n o r m cont inuous on G, we can 
easily check t ha t 少 is also. F i rs t , we show tha t ^ is a pos i t ive def in i te func t i on 
i n B+{A Xa G). Let {s^} and {a?:} be finite sets i n G and A, respectively. Since 
E is complete ly posi t ive, 
= a ^m^m 
k 
for some {bi^k)}k i n B** {c.f. [14, I V , L e m m a 3.1]). B y L e m m a 3.1.2, 
U k 
= E E < 例（、),�*fi(‘)〜⑷）> 
k i j '' 
> 0. 
I t follows f rom Propos i t ion 1.2.8 t ha t 屯 G B+{A x ^ G). I t is easy to check tha t 
屯⑴Is =歪⑴ for t i n G and | |^(e) | | = | |$(e)|| . Hence, by Theorem 3.1.1, we 
ob ta in t ha t B x^, is a C*-subalgebra of x^, C. • 
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Lemma 3.1.4 Let (A, G, a) be a C*-dynamical system. Let B be an a-invariant 
hereditary C*-suhalgehra of A. Then B x^ G is a hereditary C*-subalgebra of 
A Xa G. 
Proof: I t suffices t o show t h a t {B x^； C)** = q(A x^ G)**q for some p r o j e c t i o n 
q i n t he envelop ing v o n N e u m a n n a lgebra (^4 Xq, G)** of A x^ G. L e t (TT, u^ H) 
be the covar iant represen ta t ion of [A^ G, a) w h i c h corresponds t o t he un ive rsa l 
representa t ion of A x^ G. W e no te t h a t 
(TT X u){A G)"" = {A X ^ Gy\ 
Since B is he red i ta ry i n A, we have B** = pA**p for t he i d e n t i t y p o f B**. W e 
denote tt** by the n o r m a l ex tens ion of tt f r o m A** on to 7r(A)^ and p u t 
q = 7r**(p). 
T h e n we see t h a t g is a p r o j e c t i o n i n (^4 x 。 G ) * * and 
= 7r**(B**) = q^iiAj^q. 
Since p is Q;**-invariant, we have 
Q =兀**(P) = 二 = u,qul 
for any t i n G. P u t Uf 二 f。f{t)utdt ( / G L^{G)). T h e n we o b t a i n t h a t quf = Ufq 
for any f i n L^{G) and w h i c h fo l lows t h a t q7r{a)ufq = q7r{a)quf for any a in A 
and f i n L\G). As (TT X U){A CF (resp. (TT X U){B X ^ CF) is generated by 
{ 7 r ( a ) w \ a e A J e L\G)} (resp. {7r{b)uf \ beBJ e L\G)}), we have 
G(乂 X , G丫*q = q{7r X u){A X , C f q = {w x u){B X , Cf = {B X , G ' ) * * . 
• 
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Remark 3.1.5 Lemma 3.1.4 can be proved by the direct computation that B x^ G 
is the closed linear span of (B x^ G){A x^ G){B x^ G). 
Lemma 3.1.6 Let {A, G, a) he a C*-dynamical system and let B be an a-invariant 
C*-subalgd)m of A. If B x^r G is a hereditary C*-subalgebra of A x^r G’ then 
B is a hereditary C氺-subalgebra of A. 
Proof: F i r s t , we i den t i f y A w i t h i ts image i n M(A x^ G) and denote by u t he 
canonica l u n i t a r y representat ion of G i n t o M{A G) sa t is fy ing at [a) — utau* 
for a l l t i n G and a i n A. P u t Uf = Jq f{t)utdt ( / G L^(G ' ) ) . For any non-
degenerate representat ion (TT, H) of A, we associate a covar iant representa t ion 
(元⑷0 ⑷ = 
似 ) ⑷ = 力 ） 
for every a in A, s in G and ^ i n H) (see Sect ion 1.2). 
Le t a be an element i n A w i t h b*b > a*a for some element b i n B. We assume 
t h a t a*a ^ B. T h e n there exists a non-zero l inear f unc t i ona l ip oi A such t h a t 
功 (A*a ) + 0 and 功 = 0. Hence, for a su i tab le f a i t h f u l representat ion (TT, K ) of A, 
there exist vectors <Jo and rjo i n H such t h a t (7r(a*a) ‘o|”o) • 0 and = 0 
for any b i n B. No te t h a t u*fb*buf > u*fa*auf in Ax^ G for any f i n 
Since (开 x X){u*fb*buf) e B x^r G and B x^^r G is hered i ta ry i n A x^^ G, we see 
that {tt X \){u*fa*auf) e B x^r G. 
Now, we denote by Cc{G) the set of a l l cont inuous func t ions on G w i t h com-
pact suppor t . For g and h i n Cc{G), we put ^ = ^o^g and rj = r]o^h. T h e n we 
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can easily check t h a t ^ and 77 are i n L\G, H). No te t h a t 
((Tf X 二 / (((开 X 场 柳 
J Cr 
= 丄 w 街 -⑷ ) )补 - 1 力) 
J G J G 
= 0 
for any y i n Lj\G, B). Th i s fol lows t ha t ((开 x A)(y)^|?7) = 0 for a l l y in B x“r G. 
As 
{{7rx~X){aUf)0{t) = [ 7r{f{s)at-i(ams-H)ds 
J G 
= / f (s)g(s—it)7r(at-i (a))。ds, 
J G 
we ob ta in t ha t 
((# X X)(u*fa*auf)�\r]) 
= ( ( ^ X X){auf)^\{n X X){auf)r]) 
= 元 X X){aUf)0{tMn X \)—減拳 
=[[[f⑷g(s-H)f[k)h(k-HX7r(iat-i(a*a))Co\rjo)dsdkdt 
J G J G J G 
= / f * 9{t)f * h{t){7r{at~i{a*a))io\r]o)dt. 
J G 
Now, we choose g and h i n Cc{G) such tha t + 0. 
Since |(7r(Q;t-i(a*a))^o|^o)| < ||^o|| and since g and h are bounded, we 
have 
/ (7r(a,-i {a*a))^o\Vo)f * g{t)f * h{t)dt ^ f {7r{at-i{a*a))^o\r]o)g{t)^i)dt 
J G J Q 
by le t t ing f r u n over an approx imate iden t i t y for Th is fol lows tha t there 
exists f i n 1/ (G) such t ha t 
((^ X X)(u}a*auf)^\rj) = [ (7r(a,-i {a*a))^o\vo)f * g{t)f * h{t)dt + 0. 
J G 
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However, th is con t rad ic ts t h a t ((tt X A)(Y)^|?7) 二 0 for a l l y i n B x^r G and 
(元 X X){u*fa*auf) G B x^r G. • 
We now app ly t he resul t of T h e o r e m 2.2.2 t o C*-crossed p roduc ts . For a 
pos i t i ve l inear f unc t i ona l o n a C*-suba lgebra , we denote aga in by a n o r m -
preserv ing extension t o a pos i t i ve l inear f unc t i ona l on the who le algebra. 
Theorem 3.1.7 Let {A, G, a) be a C氺-dynamical system and let B he an a-
invariant C氺-subalgebra of A. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) B is a hereditary C氺-subalgebra of A. 
(2) There exists a projection of norm one Q from A** onto B** such that (poQ = 
(p for every state ip on B. 
(3) B Xa G is a hereditary C氺-suhalgdrra of A x^ G. 
(4) B Xa G is a C*-subalgebra of A x。G and there exists a projection of norm 
八 —— 八 一 
one Q from [A x^, Gf* onto (B x^, G)** such that ip o Q = ij； for every 
state Ip on B Xa G. 
(5) For any $ in B+、B x^, G), there exists a unique positive definite function 
m B+{A Xa G) such that 态⑷=歪⑷ for allt in G and | |#(e)| | = | |$(e) | 
for the identity e of G. 
(6) B Xcr G is a hereditary C氺-subalgebra of A x^r G. 
Proof: The equivalence of (1)<^(2) and the equivalence of (3)<^(4) fo l low by 
Theorem 2.2.2. T h e i m p l i c a t i o n of ( 1 ) 4 ( 3 ) and (6)=>(1) fo l low by L e m m a 3.1.4 
and L e m m a 3.1.6，respectively. 
( 3 ) ^ ( 6 ) . Since every reduced C*-crossed p roduc t is a quot ien t of the C * -
crossed p roduc t , by Theo rem 1.1.18，B x咖 G is a he red i ta ry C*-suba lgebra of 
A X G . 
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F i r s t , we i den t i f y A w i t h i ts image i n M{A x^ G) a n d denote b y u 
t he canon ica l u n i t a r y representa t ion of G i n t o M{A x ^ G) w i t h at{a) = utau^ for 
a l l t i n G and a i n A. A lso, we regard B x^ G a^s d. C* -suba lgebra of M{A x^ G), 
i den t i f y B w i t h i ts image i n M{B x^, G) and denote by v t he canon ica l u n i t a r y 
representa t ion of G i n to M[B x^, G) w i t h at{b) = vtbv^ for a l l t i n G and b i n B. 
T h e n there exists an * - i s o m o r p h i s m p f r o m B x^ G ( regarded as a C* -suba lgeb ra 
of M{B Xq； G)) on to its image under t he un iversa l representation of ^ x^^ C such 
t h a t p{b) = b for any b in B and p{vt) = Ut for any t m G {c.f. T h e o r e m 1.2.6). 
B y T h e o r e m 3.1.1，we k n o w t h a t B x^ G is Si C* -suba lgebra oi Ax ci G \i and 
on ly i f for any $ i n B + [ B x ^ G) , there exists a pos i t ive def in i te f u n c t i o n $ i n 
B+{A x ^ G) such t h a t 态⑷=少⑷ for a l l t i n G and ||l>(e)|| = | |$(e) | | . Thus , 
i t remains t o show the uniqueness of 
Le t $ be an element i n B+、B x^, G) and let Lp be the pos i t i ve l inear f unc t i ona l 
on B Xc G such t h a t (pop corresponds t o We f i rst c l a im t h a t l> corresponds 
to Le t (j) be the pos i t ive l inear f unc t i ona l on Ax ^ G w h i c h corresponds to 
No te t h a t for any y i n B), we have 
m = I m { y { t ) ) d t = [ m ( y { t ) ) d t 
J G J G 
= [ o p){y{t)vt)dt = I ip{y{t)ut)dt 
J G J G 
= 
and wh i ch impl ies t h a t (t)\Bx^G = P. Since \\(f)\\ = ||l>(e)|| = | |$(e) | | = \\(f\ 
(see the proof of Theo rem 3.1.1), we o b t a i n t h a t cf) is a no rm-preserv ing pos i t ive 
extension of i f . As such an extension is unique, we see t h a t l> corresponds to 
Now, we let 屯 be another posi t ive def in i te func t i on i n B+{A x^, G) such 
t h a t 屯⑴Is = ^{t) for any t i n G and | | ^ (e) | | = ||<l>(e)||. P u t ^ as the pos i t ive 
l inear func t iona l on AXc, G w h i c h corresponds to 屯 .S i n c e iP\bx^g = ^ and 
I•^ '11 = l | ^ (e ) | | = | |$(e)| | = we see t h a t xp = (p. Thus ^ = 
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(5)=>(3). B y T h e o r e m 2.2.2, i t suffices t o prove t h a t every s ta te of B x^ G 
extends un ique l y t o a s tate of A X^ G. L e t be a s ta te on B X^ G. W e p u t $ 
as t he pos i t i ve def in i te f u n c t i o n i n B+[B x^ G) w h i c h corresponds t o (pop. B y 
the assumpt ion , there exists a un ique pos i t i ve de f in i te f u n c t i o n 丞 i n B+{A x^ G) 
such t h a t l > ( t ) | s = ^{t) for a l l t in G a n d ||l>(e)|| = ||少(e)||. Le t be a s ta te 
ex tens ion of (p to A x^ G. T h e n we have 
^{but)=认 but)=从 pipvt)、= 
for any b in B and t i n G, and 
\ip\\ = ||(/?|| = II少(e)| . 
Since G 3 t i—> (p{-Ut) is a pos i t i ve de f in i te f u n c t i o n i n B + { A x ^ C ) , b y the 
uniqueness of 丞，we o b t a i n t h a t <^{aut) = ^{t){a) for any a i n A and t i n G. T h i s 
means t h a t (p is the pos i t ive l inear f u n c t i o n a l on ^ x^, C w h i c h corresponds t o 
Hence, we can easily prove t h a t (p is t he un ique state ex tens ion oiif io A G. • 
Remark 3.1.8 In Theorem 3.1.7, it is possible to clarify the relationship between 
Q in condition (2) and Q in condition ⑷.Denote by (TT, U, H) the covariant 
representation of A corresponding to the universal representation (TT X U, H) of 
A Xa G. Let TT** be the normal extension of TT to A**, and let p be the identity of 
B**. Then it follows from the proof of Lemma 3.1.4 that q = 7r**(p) is the identity 
of [B Xc, C)** and it also satisfies qut = Utq for t in G. By Theorem 2.2.2, we 
know that Q and Q are uniquely determined by the forms 
Q(-) =p-p and Q(-) = q- q； 
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respectively. Hence, for any x in A), we have 
Q{x) = 7R**(P)(7R X I / ) ( X ) 7 R * * ( P ) 
= [ i T * * { p ) 7 r { x { t ) ) u t 7 r * * { p ) d t 
J G 
= / {px{t)p)utdt 
J G 
= f (TT" O Q X x ( t ) ) U t d t . 
J G 
We prove in Section 3.3 that Q is in fact uniquely determined as the above form. 
3.2 The Two Special Classes of Hereditary C*-
Subalgebras in C*-Crossed Products 
I n th is section, we characterize the C*-crossed p roduc ts of the two classes of 
hered i ta ry C*-subalgebras t h a t men t i on i n Sect ion 2.3. T h e mater ia ls i n th is 
section are based on [8] and [9, Sect ion 3 . 
For a pos i t ive l inear func t iona l on a C*-subalgebra, we denote again by 
a norm-preserv ing extension to a posi t ive l inear func t iona l on the whole algebra. 
Theorem 3.2.1 Let [A^ G, a) be a C*-dynamical system, and let I be an a-
invariant C氺-subalgebra of A. Then the following conditions are equivalent. 
(1) I is an ideal of A. 
(2) There exists a *-homomorphism Q from A** onto I** such that Q is the 
identity map on I** and (p o Q = (p for every state on I . 
(3) I Xa G is an ideal of A x^ G. 
(4) I Xa G is a C*-subalgebra of A x^ G and there exists a *-homomorphism 
Q from {A Xa G)** onto (/ x^, G)** such that Q is the identity map on 
一 — 
[I Xq, Cy* and i j j o Q = ip for every state -ip on I x^ G. 
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(5) I Xar G is an ideal of A x^r G • 
Proof: T h e equivalence of (1) and (2) and t h a t of (3) and (4) fo l low f r o m The-
orem 2.3.4. 
(1)=^(3) . B y L e m m a 3.1.3, I x^ G is Si C* -suba lgebra of A x^ G. For any a 
i n A, i i n I , f , g i n Cc{G) and t i n C , we have 
{ { a ^ f ) { i ^ g ) ) { t ) = [ {a^f){s)as{{i^g){s-H))ds 
J G 
= / f{s)g{s~H)aas{i)ds 
J G 
e I, 
and wh ich fol lows t h a t G I ) . Denote by (tt, U, H) the covar iant 
representat ion of A wh i ch corresponds to the universal representat ion (TT X U, H) 
of A Xa G. Since span{{'K x u){a (g) / ) | a G / G Cc{G)} (resp. span{{7T x 
u){i (g) / ) I i 6 / , / G Cc{G)}) is dense in x^ ^ C (resp. I x^, G), we see that 
7 XcK C is an ideal oi A G. 
( 3 ) ^ ( 5 ) . Let (tt, H) be a fa i t h fu l representat ion of A. Since (-^x A ) ( / x^^ G)= 
I Xar G and {n x Xq, G) = A x^,^ G, we see t h a t / x^^^ G is an ideal of 
A. X Q^y Cj. 
( 5 ) 4 ( 1 ) . The proof of L e m m a 3.1.6 is also va l id for th is imp l ica t ion . Ac tua l l y , 
we may mod i f y the proof of L e m m a 3.1.6 as follows. Assume tha t I is not an ideal 
of A. T h e n there exist a in A and i in I such t ha t ai 0 I. Hence, there exists a 
non-zero l inear func t iona l on A such ipi^ai) + 0 and = 0. T h e n we can choose 
a sui table fa i th fu l representat ion (tt, H) of A and two non-zero v e c t o r s R ] O i n H 
such tha t (7r(a2)^o|^o) + 0 and (7r(c).foho) 二 0 for a l l c i n I. Since I x^^r G is sm 
ideal of A 乂附 G, {^xX){u}aiUf)=如 XXo*Uf)* (元 x e I x^r G for a l l / 
i n L^(G'). B y the same argument as i n the proof of L e m m a 3.1.6, we can find some 
vectors ^,77 i n H) such tha t ((开 x A)(y)<^|7y) 二 0 for al l y in I x^^r G. Also, 
we can find a suitable func t ion f i n such tha t ((元 x X){u*fa iuf)^\ r ] ) • 0. 
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However, th i s cont rad ic ts t h a t (W x X)(UFAIUF) G / x^^^ G. 口 
Proposition 3.2.2 Let (A, G, a) be a C*-dynamical system, and let I he an a-
invariant C*-subalgebra of A. Consider the following conditions. 
(1) I is an essential ideal of A. 
(2) I Xa G is an essential ideal of A x^： G. 
(3) I Xo-r G is an essential ideal of A x^r G. 
Then it follows that (2)=^ (!)<=> (3). In particular, if G is amenable, conditions 
(1 )-(3) are equivalent. 
P r o o f : (2)=»(1). B y Theo rem 3.2.1, I is an ideal of A. So, we on ly need t o show 
t h a t I is essential i n A. Le t Q and Q be as i n Theo rem 3.2.1. B y T h e o r e m 2.3.4, 
Q is in ject ive on A x^, G and wh i ch is also in ject ive on the mu l t i p l i e r algebra 
M{A Xa G) of A Xc G. I n fact , i f z is an element i n M{A x^ G) such t h a t 
Q[z) = 0, we have Q{zx) = Q{Z)Q[T) = 0 for dll x in A x^ G. ks zx ^ A x^, G, 
zx 二 0 for a l l x IN A G and wh ich impl ies t ha t z = {). Denote by (tt, U, H) the 
covariant representat ion of A wh i ch corresponds to the universal representat ion 
(tt X u, H) of A XC G. B y Remark 3.1.8, we know t h a t Q = (tt** O Q) X U 
where tt** denoted the no rma l extension of tt t o A**. Since Q l ^ = tt** o Q and 
A C M{A XA G), we see t h a t Q is in ject ive on A. B y Theo rem 2.3.4 again, I is 
an essential ideal of A. 
(3)=^(1) . I t fol lows f r o m Theorem 3.2.1 t ha t I is an ideal of A. Let J be 
a closed ideal of A such t h a t I N J = { 0 } . Denote by J the a - inva r ian t closed 
ideal of A generated by J. Note t h a t J x ^ r G is an ideal oi Ax ^.r G. Since 
I n {yJt^GCct{J)) = { 0 } , we have I D J = {0} and wh ich fol lows t h a t ( / x ^ G) H 
( J Xc^^ G) = { 0 } . Hence, we conclude t h a t J = { 0 } . 
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ W^^^^ B^I^ W^I^^^^^B^^^^^ M^^^^^^B^BKMBi^^^P^^^ M^MBBUmimMHWlinWflBWiWlWfflWW^BOTlTOniTfinifmT, ”"I" _• 
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(1)=>(3) . B y P r o p o s i t i o n 2.3.5, i t suff ices t o find an in jec t i ve * - h o m o m o r p h i s m 
f r o m A Xar G i n t o t he m u l t i p l i e r a lgebra M{I x^r G) oi I x^cr G w h i c h is t he 
i d e n t i t y m a p on / X ^ r G. Le t (TT, H) be a f a i t h f u l represen ta t ion of / on a 
H i l b e r t space H . No te t h a t tt can be regarded as a f a i t h f u l rep resen ta t ion 
of M ( / ) on H and A can be ex tended t o an a u t o m o r p h i s m group , also de-
no ted by a , of M{I). Deno te A, H)) b y t he covar iant rep resen ta t ion 
of M{I) i nduced b y (tt , H). Since I is an essential idea l of A, t he m a p Q 
is an in jec t i ve * - h o m o m o r p h i s m f r o m A i n t o M{I). Hence, the represen ta t ion 
(tt o Q X A, H)) of A X^R G i nduced b y (tt o Q , H) is f a i t h fu l . N o w , we 
c l a i m t h a t t t o Q x A is t he requ i red in jec t i ve * - h o m o m o r p h i s m . Since t he iden-
t i t y p of / * * is a - i nva r i an t , Q{= p • p) is an a - i n v a r i a n t * - h o m o m o r p h i s m (i.e. 
CXT O Q = Q o AT FOR a l l 力 i n G ) . T h i s imp l ies t h a t 
⑷=(兀•QXc^广1 ⑷ )你 )广 i ( Q ( a ) )乂⑷ = (元 ( Q ( a )乂 )⑷ 
for a l l a i n A , (J i n L\G, H) and t i n G , i.e. N O Q = jf O Q. Take any x i n 
Cc{G,A) and y mCc{GJ). Since 
X \ ) { x ) = [ N{Q{x{t)))Xtdt ={NX A ) ( Q o x ) 
J G 
and {Q o x)y G / ) , we have {TT O Q x XAR x A ) ( / x^^r G) C (TT x 
A ) ( / Xe^ r- G) and wh i ch fo l lows t h a t (ttoQx)^)(乂 x^ .^  G) C M((wxA)(I x 抓 G)). 
Hence, tt o Q x A maps A X^R G i n t o M((开 x A ) ( / x^^r G)), and TT o QxX = nxX 
on I Xar G. I d e n t i f y i n g (开 x A ) ( / x^r G) w i t h / X^^^ G, TT o Q x A is regarded 
as an in jec t ive * - h o m o m o r p h i s m f r o m Ax^r G i n to M{I x ^ r G) w h i c h is the 
i den t i t y m a p on I X^^R G. Hence, t he resu l t fo l lows. • 
Le t (A , G, A) be a C * - d y n a m i c a l sys tem and let B be an a - i nva r i an t C * -
subalgebra of A. Denote by 1(B) t he closed idea l of A generated by B. T h e n 
I{B) is the closed l inear span of ABA and hence, I{B) is an a - i nva r i an t closed 
ideal of A. 
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Lemma 3.2.3 Let {A, G, a) he a C*-dynamical system and let B he an a-invariant 
C氺-subalgebra of A. Suppose that B x^ G is a C氺-subalgebra of A x^ G. Then 
I{B) x^G = I{B x^ G). Furthemore, we have I{B) x^r G = I{B 〜r G). 
Proof: No te t h a t 
L\G,A)L\G,B)L\G,A) C C I{B) X^GQAX^G. 
Th i s impl ies {A G){B x^ G){A G) C I{B) x ^ G and hence, I(B x^ G) C 
I{B) G. 
Assume t h a t I{B x^, G) ^ I{B) x ^ G. Since I{B x^, G) is an ideal oiAXocG, 
there exists a state on A G such t h a t ^ 0 on I{B) G and 三 0 on 
I{B Xq, G). We denote by {p^, H^, t he G N S representat ion oi Ax G asso-
c iated w i t h if and denote by (tt, u, H^) the covar iant representat ion of A corre-
sponding t o (pcp, H^). Note t h a t for any x^z in A G and y in B Xa G, we 
have 
= 认 z � x ) = 0. 
Th is impl ies t h a t p^p = {) on B G and hence, tt 三 0 on Thus, tt 三 0 on 
1(B). However, th is yields t h a t p^ = TT x u = 0 on I{B) x^ G wh i ch means t h a t 
= 0 on I{B) Xa G. Con t rad i c t i on occurs. 
Now, we prove t h a t I{B) X^^ G = I{B X^R G). Let (TT, H) be a f a i t h fu l 
representat ion of ^ on a H i l be r t space H . Since 
I{B) x^r G = {^X X){I{B) X , GO 二（7f X X){I{B x ^ G)), 
we on ly need t o show tha t (开 x X){I{B x^ G)) = I{B x^r G). Note t h a t 
(开 X X){I{B Xc G)) is an ideal of A x^r G which contains B x^r G{=(开 x 
X){B Xa, G))), therefore, I{B x ^ G) C x X){I{B x ^ G)). O n the other hand, 
{^xX){{Ax^G){Bx^G){Ax^G)) = {Ax^^ G){B x^^ G){Ax^r G) 
Q I{B X^r G). 
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T h i s impl ies t h a t (开 x X){I{B x ^ G)) C I{B x ^ , G). Hence, I{B) x^r G 二 
I{B x^r G). 口 
W e now m e n t i o n the he red i ta ry C* -suba lgebra vers ion of t he above resul t . Le t 
[A, G, a ) be a C * - d y n a m i c a l system and let B be an a - i n v a r i a n t C* -suba lgebra 
of A. Denote by H[B) t he he red i ta ry C* -s i iba lgebra of A generated by B. N o t e 
t h a t H{B) is the closed l inear span of BAB and hence, H{B) is an a - i n v a r i a n t 
he red i ta ry C* -suba lgebra of A. 
Proposit ion 3.2.4 Let (A, G, a) be a C*-dynamical system and let B be an 
a-invariant C氺-subalgebra of A. Suppose that B x^, G is a C氺-subalgebra of 
A Xq, G. Then H{B) x^ G = H{B x^, G). Furthermore, we have H{B) X^r G = 
H{B x^r G). 
Proof: B y the s imi la r arguments as i n the p roo f of L e m m a 3.2.3, we have 
H{B x^ G) C H{B) x^ G. Assume that H{B x^ G) + H{B) x^ G. Let Li 
and L2 be the closed lef t ideals of A x^ G cor respond ing to H{B x^, G) and 
H{B) Xq, C , respect ively. T h e n we have LI C L2, LI ^ L2 and B X^ G C LI 
{c.f. Theo rem 1.1.14). Denote by I j the closed l inear span of LjL* for j=l，2. 
T h e n Ii and I2 are closed ideal of A x ^ G. Moreover , B x^ G C /工，/工 c I2 
and I i + I2. B y the same argument as the p roo f of L e m m a 3.2.3, we get a 
con t rad ic t i on and hence, we can prove t h a t H{B Xq, G) = H{B) Xq, G. 
Also, by the s imi lar arguments as i n the p roo f of L e m m a 3.2.3, we have 
H[B) x^^ G = H{B 乂ocr G). • 
Theorem 3.2.5 Let (A, C, a) be a C*-dynamical system and let B be an a~ 
invariant C*-subalgebra of A. Consider the following conditions. 
(1) B is a hereditary subalgebra of A that generates an essential ideal of A. 
^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ B^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ B^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ B^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ H^WH^ ^^BflHW^ ^^ M^BfWB^ ^^ W^ffiWM^BBW^ ^^WWiM^ B^MHBl^ W^fflffiMMHHMOWWWHIBHWUinifflfffflffifffflfMBIMlJtf TliflBWiMTOfiBTnBTiTinirYTiM 
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(2) B XaG is a hereditary C*-subalgebra of A x^ G that generates an essential 
ideal of A x^ G. 
(3) B Xar G is a hereditary C*-suMgebra of A x^r G that generates an essen-
tial ideal of A x^r G. 
Then it follows that (2)^(1)^(3). In particular, if G is amenable, conditions 
(1 )-(3) are equivalent. 
Proof: B y L e m m a 3.2.3, c o n d i t i o n (2) (resp. cond i t i on (3)) is equiva lent t o 
the cond i t i on t h a t I{B) x^, G (resp. I{B) X^R G) is essential M AX^ G (resp. 
A X Q^rp (S" ) • 
T h e imp l i ca t ions ( 2 ) ^ ( 1 ) and ( 3 ) ^ ( 1 ) fo l low f r o m P r o p o s i t i o n 3.2.2 t h a t 
I [ B ) is an essential ideal of A and th i s imp l ies cond i t i on (1). 
( 1 ) ^ ( 3 ) . C o n d i t i o n (1) means t h a t 1(B) is an essential idea l of A and hence, 
by P ropos i t i on 3.2.2 again, 1(B) x^r G is essential i n ^ x ^ ^ G. • 
Theorem 3.2.6 Let {A, G, a ) be a C*-dynamical system and let B be an a-
invariant C氺-subalgebra of A. Then the following conditions are equivalent. 
(1) B is a full hereditary C*-subalgebra of A. 
(2) B Xa G is a full hereditary C氺-subalgebra of A x^ G. 
(3) B Xar G is a full hereditary C氺-subalgebra of A x^r G. 
Proof: ( 1 ) ^ ( 2 ) and (1 )々 (3 ) . As B is fu l l , I{B) = A. B y L e m m a 3.2.3, we have 
I{B x ^ G) = I{B) x^G = Ax^G and I{B x ^ , G) = I{B) G = A x ^ G. 
These prove condi t ions (2) and (3). 
( 2 ) ^ ( 1 ) and T h e fullness oi Bx^G (resp. B x ^ G) impl ies 
t h a t I{B) = I{B x^^G) = Ax^G (resp. I{B) x ^ , G = I{B x^r G)= 
A Xar G). B y Propos i t i on 1.2.11, we have I{B) = A, i.e. B is f u l l i n A. • 
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3.3 Weak Expectations 
I n th is section, we consider the weak expec ta t ion of the C * - d y n a m i c a l system. 
T h e mater ia ls i n th is sect ion are based on [3 . 
Before we go on, we f i rst recal l the de f in i t i on of a complete ly posi t ive l inear 
map between C*-algebras. Le t A and B be C*-algebras. We denote by Mn{A) 
and Mn[B), respectively, the set of a l l n x n -mat r i ces a = [ a j j ] w i t h entries a。, i n 
A and the set of a l l n x n -mat r ices b = [bij] w i t h entries b^j i n B. For each l inear 
map T : A —> jB, we define a l inear m a p T^ : M n { A ) — M n { B ) by 
Tfi CLij = T{cLij). 
I f Tn is posi t ive, then T is said t o be n-pos i t i ve . I f T is n-pos i t i ve for a l l n, t hen 
T is said t o be completely positive. 
Throughou t th is section, we use the fo l lowing notat ions. Le t {A, G, a ) be 
a C* -dynamica l system, and let B be an a - invar ian t C*-subalgebra of A. Le t 
(TT, U, H) be a covariant representation of (5 , G, A) and M = (7r(5) U u(G))". 
Denote by BQ the C*-subalgebra oi Ax G generated by L\G, B). 
Definition 3.3.1 A covariant weak expectation for (tt, U, H) is a com.pletely pos-
itive linear contraction Q : A A4 such that Q\B = tt and Q{at{a)) = UtQ{a)u^ 
for all a in A and t in G. 
Definition 3.3.2 A weak expectation for (TT X U, H) is a linear contraction Q : 
A Xa G M such that Q{y) = (tt x u){y) for all y in L\G, B). 
Proposition 3.3.3 There is a bijective correspondence between covariant weak 
expectations Q : A ^ A4 for (tt, U, H) and weak expectations Q : AX^ G ^ M. 
for (TT X u, H). 
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Proof: Suppose t h a t Q \ A M is d. covar ian t weak e x p e c t a t i o n for H). 
We define a m a p Q : A ) M h y 
Q{x) = [ Q{x{t))utdt 
G 
for any x i n A). F i r s t , we note t h a t Q is a se l f -ad jo in t m a p on A). 
I n fact , for any x i n A), we have 
0(.x*) = / A { f r ' Q { a t { x { t - ' y ) ) u t d t 
'IG 
= / _ A ( t ) - 、 Q [ x ( t 1 * d t 
,!G 
= I u;Q{x{t)ydt 
JG 
= Q i - r y . 
Also, for any y i n B), we have 
Q{y) = I Q{y{t))utdt = I 7 r ( y ⑴ )叫力二 (tt x 以 
JG JG 
We now claim that ||(5(-T')II ^ ||.T||^XaG for any self-adjoint element x in 
L\G, A). Let ^ be a u n i t vector i n H. Def ine a m a p 少：G 一 / I * by 
例 ” � = ( Q ( 輕 1 0 
for any a in A and t in G. T h e n i t is easy to check t h a t ^ is a bounded and n o r m 
cont inuous func t ion . A lso, for any f in i te sets {,?:} i n G and { a , } i n A, we have 
U 
> 0. 
Thus, by P ropos i t i on 1.2.8. is a posi t ive def in i te f u n c t i o n in B+(A G). Since 
少（()）（"）=for anv a in .4. we src、that、！ (^e) is a s tate of A . Hence, there 
is a state of .4 x ^ G such tha t 
仲)(r/)=丄’“r/,\,) 
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for any a i n A and t i n G, where A is i den t i f y w i t h i t s image i n t he m u l t i p l i e r 
a lgebra M{A x^ G) oi Ax^^G a n d A is the canon ica l u n i t a r y rep resen ta t i on of G 
i n t o M{A Xc, G). Take an a r b i t r a r y se l f -ad jo in t e lement x f r o m N o t e 
t h a t 
{Q{x)i\0 = [ {Q{x{t))ut^\Odt - [ ^{t){x{t))dt = u;^{x). 
J G J G 
Since Q{x) is a se l f -ad jo in t ope ra to r on H, we see t h a t 
\Q{X)\\ = sup < ||3:|Uxe.G-
lie||=l 
Hence, Q extends b y c o n t i n u i t y t o a b o u n d e d se l f -ad jo in t l inear m a p , also deno ted 
A A 
hy Q of A Xa G i n t o M w h i c h is a con t rac t i on on the se l f -ad jo in t pa r t . T h e n Q 
extends t o an <j-weakly con t inuous l inear map , also deno ted b y Q , of (^4 x^^ G)** 
i n t o M w h i c h is a con t rac t i on between the sel f -ad jo int par ts . 
N e x t , we c l a im t h a t Q is a pos i t i ve l inear m a p on {A X^ G)** such t h a t 
Q{1) = IDN, where T is t he i d e n t i t y of {A x^ G)**. I f t h i s c l a i m holds, we o b t a i n 
t h a t IIQII 二 1 (c./ . [4, 3.2.6]) w h i c h fo l lows t h a t Q is a c o n t r a c t i o n on {A x ^ G)** 
and hence on A X^ G. Now , we prove the c la im. No te t h a t Trxtx = Q o ^ , where $ 
is t he canonica l * - h o m o m o r p h i s m f r o m B X^ G on to BQ- SO, t h i s i d e n t i t y remains 
va l i d for the cr-weakly cont inuous extensions. Since tt x is non-degenerate, we 
see t h a t Q { e ) = idn： where e is t he i d e n t i t y of B q . T h i s imp l ies t h a t 
± ( 5 ( 了 一 句 | | = | | ( 5 ( 巨 ± ( T — 谷))LL < I I 巨 — = 1 
and w h i c h fol lows t h a t Q{1 — e) = 0 and hence, (5(1) = idn- O n the o ther hand, 
for any x i n {A x^ G)** w i t h 0 < x < T, we have 
\idH — Q{x)\\ = 110(1 — x) | | < ||T — < 1. 
Since Q ( X ) is sel f -adjo int , we see t h a t Q(.T) > 0. Thus , Q is a pos i t ive m a p on 
(A X , G)** . 
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Hence, Q is a weak expec ta t i on for (TT X U, H). 
Now, we c l a i m t h a t Q\A = Q- L e t { / J be an app rox ima te i d e n t i t y for 
Since {a 0 f i } converges a -weak l y t o a i n x^, C ) * * , we o b t a i n that； 
Q{a) = l i m f f,{t)Q{a)utdt = l i m Q ( a ( 8 ) / , ) = Q ( a ) , 
i JG ？' 
where the l i m i t s are taken i n the cr-weak topo logy . 
Le t Q: AXo^G^M he du weak expec ta t i on for (TT X u , H). T h e n we extends 
Q t o an cr-weakly cont inuous map , also denoted hy Q of {A x^ G)** i n t o M. As 
Q o $ = TT X we see t h a t ker电 C ker TT X U. Thus , there exists a representa t ion 
(p, H) of BG such t h a t p 〇否=TT x u. N o t e t h a t Q is a weak expec ta t i on for p i n 
^ Q - _ y j 
the sense of [ l , p . 89 j , i.e. Q : A x^ G P(BG) (== M) is a l inear con t rac t i on 
such t h a t Q\bg = P- B y [1, 2.1], Q is a comple te ly pos i t ive l inear m a p t h a t 
satisfies the modu le p roper ty : 
饥巧 2) = p{yi)Q{^')p{y2) 
for a l l yi,y2 i n BQ and x i n {A G)**. I d e n t i f y i n g A w i t h i ts image i n M{A x ^ G), 
we define Q = Q U - T h e n Q is a comple te ly pos i t ive con t rac t ion of A i n to Ml 
wh ich satisfies 
Q{b) = Q{b)=p{b)=7r{b) 
for a l l b in B and 
= Q(a ' t i a ) ) = Q(A,aA* ) = = UtQ{a)u； 
for a l l f i n G. Thus , Q is a covar iant weak expectat ion. 
For any x i n A ) , x is ident i f ied w i t h I'Q x{t)Xfdt, the in tegra l be ing 
a-weak ly convergent i n (.4 x 。 G ) * * . Hence, 
= f Q{.T{t)Xt)dt = [ Q{x{t))p(X,)dt = I. Q{x{t))utdt. 
•IG JG JG 
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Th i s establishes the b i jec t ive correspondence. 口 
Remarks 3.3.4 (1). From the proof of Proposition 3.3.3, we see that a covariant 
weak expectation Q satisfies the module property 
Q(M �=7r(6i)Q(a)7r(62) 
for all bi, b<2 in B and a in A. 
(2). Let (tt, U, H) be a covariant representation of (B, G, a) and M = (7r(B)U 
u{G))". Any linear contraction Q : A ^ M , such that Q\B = t t , is positive. In 
fact, we extends Q to an a-weakly continuous linear contraction from A** into 
also denoted by Q. Since IT is non-degenerate, we obtain that Q{e) = idn for 
the identity e of B**, and which follows that | |Q | | = 1. By the similar arguments 
as the proof of Proposition 3.3.3, we obtain that (5(1) = idn. Therefore, Q is a 
positive map on A** and hence on A (c.f. [4, 3.2.6]). 
Moreover, Q is completely positive if it satisfies any one of the following ad-
ditional properties: 
(i) Q is a complete contraction, 
( i i ) Q maps A into TT[B)" (c.f.[l, Proposition 2.1]), 
(in) Q is covariant (i.e. Q{at{a)) 二 for all a in A and t in G), and 
for any finite sets in G and {a^} in A, 
n 
[ulQ{a*aj)ut^ > 0 
(see the proof of Proposition 3.3.3). 
However, in general, Q may not be completely positive, even if it is covariant. 
For example, let A be the C氺-algebra M2 of 2 x 2 complex matrices, B be the 
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[ o i l 
subalgebra of diagonal matrices, G = {0,1}； ai = Ad ； t t he the identity 
[ 1 0 
9 [01] 
representation of B on C^, ui = ； and Q be the transpose map. 
[ 1 0 
( 3 ) . A covariant weak expectation Q may fail to map A into 7r[B)〃. For ex-
ample, letA = M2®M2, B = M2® h, G = U{2), at = Ad{t®t), H = 
7R(6 I2) 二 b h (be M2), UT = t ® t . Then (TT, U, H) is a covariant re-presen-
tation of {B, G, a) and 7r(5)" = 7r{B) = M2® h, M = M2® M2. The identity 
representation Q = TTQ of A is a covariant weak expectation, mapping A onto A4. 
Here Q = TTQ x u. 
(4). Suppose that G is amenable, and let m be an right invariant mean on 
L°°{G). Suppose that there is a completely positive contraction P : A A4 such 
that P\B = TT. Then there is a covariant weak expectation Q : A A4 given by 
(Q(a綱=m{t ^ 刚 咖 ) 樣 ) ） H ) . 
Proof of Remark 3.1.8: F i r s t , we note t h a t Q : A X^ G ^ (TT X U){B X^ G) 
is a weak expec ta t ion for {tv\b X u, H). AS Ut7T**{p) = 7r**{p)ut for any t i n G, 
i t is easy t o check t h a t TT** O Q ： A ^ 7 r ( 5 ) " is a covar iant weak expec ta t ion for 
(ttI^, U^ H). B y P ropos i t i on 3.3.3, we o b t a i n t h a t Q is un ique l y de te rm ined as 
the f o r m 
Q{X) 二 / (TT〜QX卿Utdt. 
J G 
• 
B y [2, 4.1], there is an aff ine homeomorph i sm between a - i nva r i an t states (p of 
B (i.e. i p [ a t [ b ) ) = ( f {b ) for any b in B and t i n G) and states (f) oi B G w i t h 
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(F{VT) 二 1 for a l l t i n G (where V is the canonica l u n i t a r y representa t ion of G i n to 
the m u l t i p l i e r algebra M{B X^ G) OI B G sa t is fy ing AT{H) = VTBV* for a l l T i n 
G and b i n B), g iven by 
m = [ 禁 y ) d t { y e L \ G , B ) ) . 
J G 
T h e G N S representat ion of is g iven by (TT；^  X U們 H ^ ) . 
Theorem 3.3.5 Let cp be an a-invariant state of B with associated covariant 
representation (vr們 u們 H^) of (B, G, a), and let M中 be the von Neumann algebra 
generated by 7T^{B) U U^{G). There are bijective correspondences between: 
(1) (q； (g) 1)-invariant states u of A (S)max -^^p such that 
^{h 0d) = {beB,de M 中 ( 3 . 1 ) 
(2) covariant weak expectations Q : A M^^ for (tt們 u們 H^p), 
(3) a-invariant states ip of A such that IPIB = ^ and C M們 where 
E吻 is the orthogonal projection of H^ onto H^, 
(4) weak expectations Q \ Ax^cG M^ for (TT^ X U 們 H。， 
(5) states u of {A x^, G) ®rnax ^ ^ such that 
^ ( y [ (tt 抓 戰 • ) d t {y e L \ G , B ) ) , (3.2) 
J G 
〜 ~ 
(6) states xl； of A x 。 G such thatipo 电=(p and E必 ti 认 A x ^ G)E^ C M 們 where 
^ 访 the *-homomorphism of B x^, G onto BQ, and E^ is the projection of 
H} onto • 
Proof: We f i rst establish the correspondence between (1) and (3). Le t cj be an 
(a (g) l ) - i nva r ian t states of A ( g ) 腿 s u c h t h a t cj(b ③ d ) = ( 〜 f o r b 
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i n B and d i n M j . Denote by Bj^^' the closure of the algebraic tensor p roduc t 
of B and M j i n . P u t 
= uj{- (8) 1), cTi = (g) 1) and cf2 — l im7r^(af (g) •) 
i 
where the l i m i t is i n the s t rong operator topo logy and (a^) is the app rox ima te 
iden t i t y of A. T h e n ip is an a - invar ian t state of A and tpls = 
We now c la im t h a t C M^p. B y the uniqueness of the G N S repre-
sentat ion, we may make ident i f icat ions as fol lows: 
“ say), 
Hp = = 
= {b e B), 
TT 功—-—(Ji. 
Then we have E吻 G cr认M力'and (T2、Mj、n. = M j . Hence, 
E冲TT认A)E々=E冲a认A)E冲 C Ef2、M。％) C (cr2[Mj、E》' 
= = ( 事 力 丑 J = M^ 
Since 
for al l a in A and d i n M二 the map cj ^^ (g) 1 ) = 於 is mject ive. 
Conversely, let ^jj be an a- invar iant state of A such tha t ipls = (f and E冲tt认 A)E吻 C 
M^p. Define a map Q f r om A in to by 
Q{a) = (a e A). 
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T h e n Q is a comp le te ly pos i t i ve l inear con t rac t i on w h i c h satisfies 
Q{b) = =〜⑷ 
for a l l b i n B, and 
for a l l a i n A and t i n G. (i.e. Q is a covar iant weak expec ta t i on for (ji中,u^, H^).) 
Since Q is comple te ly pos i t ive, there exists a comp le te l y pos i t i ve l inear m a p p i n g 
6q f r o m A ^ ^ a x i n t o the bounded l inear opera tors on H * such t h a t 
6o{a(S)d) = Q{a)d 
for a l l a i n A and d i n M^' ([14, IV .4 .23 ( i i ) ] ) . Now, we define a state uj on 
by 
= (6>o(:r)认p) (x G ^(g) M^'). 
max 
Since 
= (Q(a )d^cp l ^cp ) = (g) d) 
for a l l a i n A and d i n M^', UJ is a - inva r ian t . A lso, i t is easy t o check t h a t U 
satisfies equat ion (3.1). As 
u;(a(8) 1) = = ( 〜 ( a 乂 d ^ / ^ ) = 树 a) 
for a l l a i n A, = ip. Th i s proves the b i jec t ive correspondence between (1) 
and (3). 
Nex t , we establ ish the correspondence between (1) and (2). Le t UJ be an A-
invar iant state of A® M^' wh i ch satisfies equat ion (3.1). Def ine a map Q f r o m 
A in to M ; by 
Q{a) = (a G A), 
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where J^j = u { - <S> 1). T h e n by the p roo f of t he b i jec t i ve correspondence between 
(1) and (3), Q is a covar iant weak expec ta t i on for (rc^u^p, Uf。. B y the s im i la r 
a rgumen t as the correspondence between (1) and (3) again, we have 
uj{a (g) d) = (7r^(a 0 = ( l im7r^ (a ⑧ l)7r^(a,； (g) 
？: 
= ( 7 r “ a ) c r 2 _ < 0 = ( 7 r “ a ) 姚） 
=(Q⑷坎 
for a l l a i n A and d i n . T h i s impl ies t h a t the m a p o; h Q is an in jec t ion . 
Conversely, for a weak expec ta t i on Q : A ^ Mcp for (TT們 u們 H^)^ we can use the 
same m e t h o d as above. Hence, th i s establ ish the correspondence between (1) and 
(2) . 
T h e correspondence between (2) and (4) fo l low f r o m P r o p o s i t i o n 3.3.3. 
T h e correspondences between (4), (5) and (6) again fo l low f r o m the s imi la r 
arguments as the p roo f of the correspondences between (1), (2) and (3). I n fact , 
i f ^ is a state of {A x^, G) ®rnaxM丨 w h i c h satisfies the equa t ion (3.2), t h e n we 
have 
^ { y ^ d ) = / {TT认yit^jd〜{t)i^\“~)dt 
J G 
= ( O w X 
for a l l y i n B) and d i n M j . Th i s impl ies t h a t 
^{y®^)=((〜X 〜 ) ⑷ 二 = (p{y) 
for a l l y i n L\G, B) and hence, (g) 1) = (^[y) for a l l y m B G. Since 
KER屯[kern^ = ker(〜x u^), there exists a representat ion {p^, H^) of BQ such 
t h a t TT^ X u^ = p^ o We note t h a t 
M^ = (TT^ X u^)(B X^ Gf = PcpiBcf 
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and 
(^{z 公 d) = 
for a l l z i n BQ and d i n M 二 P u t 
T h e n ^ is a s ta te of A x^ G and ip o ^ = (p. Hence, us ing t he same a r g u m e n t 
as i n the p roo f of t he correspondences be tween (1)，(2) and (3), we can estab l ish 
the correspondences between (4), (5) and (6). • 
Remark 3.3.6 The correspondences of Theorem 3.3.5 are all affine homeomor-
phism,s in the weak* and point-a-weak topologies. The correspondence between 
(3) and (6) is the canonical correspondence between a-invariant states ip of A 
and states of A x^ G with i ) { \ t ) = 1 (t G G) (where A ts the canonical unitary 
representation of G into M{A x^ G)). 
Definition 3.3.7 Let {A, G, a) be a C*-dynamical system. An a-invariant state 
• of A is said to he G-ahelian i f , for each a, b in A and u-ij,-invariant vector rj in 
H., 
inf |(7i\/,(a'6 — ba')r]\r])\ = 0 
where, the tnfimiim ts taken over all a' in the convex hull of {at(a) | t G G}. A is 
said to be G-ah eh an i.f every a-invariant state, p is G-ahdmn. 
B y [4, 4.3.11], A is C -abe l i an i f and on ly i f 7r,j,{Ay n u , p { G y ) is abe l ian 
for a l l a - i nva r i an t state i j j of A. 
Proposition 3.3.8 Let {A, G, Q ) he a C*-dynarmcal system and let B he an a-
invariant C*-subalgebra of A. Suppose that G ts amenable, and A is G-ahelmn. 
For each a-'invariant state cp of B，there 7,s a covariant weak expectation for 
(71> Up、H^). 
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Proof: F i r s t , we show t h a t B is G-abe l i an . L e t (p be an a - i n v a r i a n t s ta te of B. 
Take any a^ h oi B and any l i^^- invariant vec to r r] of H^p. Since G is amenab le , 
there is an a - i n v a r i a n t s ta te i j j oi A e x t e n d i n g A s A is C -abe l i an , we have 
i n f \{7r^p{a'b — ba')ri\r})\ = i n f \ {7r^{a'b — ba)r]\r])\ = 0 
where the infimum is taken over all a! in the convex hull of {^^(a) | t G G}. 
Therefore, B is G-abe l ian . 
Since M j is abel ian, M j is nuclear (i.e. there is o n l y one C * - n o r m on 
MJ 0 C fo r each C* -a lgeb ra C ) and hence, b y [11, p.383], there is a p r o j e c t i o n 
of n o r m one f r o m on to M^p. A s BG = B x^, G, t he existence of a weak 
expec ta t i on Q : A x^ G fo l lows. • 
Proposit ion 3.3.9 Let B be a C氺-subalgebra of a C氺-algebra A. Let G be the 
unitary group of the C氺-algebra B spanned by B and the identity of A (adjointed 
to A if necessary), and let a be the inner action of G on A. Denote by cp a trace 
(a-invariant state) of B. Any covariant weak expectation Q : A M.^ maps A 
into 71 ^ {B)". Conversely, any weak expectation P : A TT-QB)" is covariant. 
Proof: Le t 於 be the a - i nva r i an t state of A co r respond ing t o Q g iven by T h e o r e m 
3.3.5. Since 
ip{av) = i){ay{av)) = t/j(va) 
for a l l a i n A and v i n G, we have •、ah)=论(6a) for a l l a i n A and b i n B. B y 
1’ 3.1], ^jj corresponds t o a weak expec ta t i on P : A〜[B丫 for (TT^, H^) i n the 
sense of [1, p.89]. Since the correspondences are the same and one-one, P = Q. 
Conversely, the covariance of P fo l lows f r o m the fo l l ow ing ident i t ies : 
P{Ma)) = P{vav*) = 7r^{v)P{a)7T^{v*) 
z i 
=lip �(>)〜(〜)以二 = u^{v)P{a)u*^ 
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where (6?:) is a net i n B such t h a t ( 〜 ( 6 ⑴ converges s t rong ly t o P ( a ) , and the 
l im i t s i n the above ident i t ies are taken i n the s t rong operator topology. • 
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